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They guard your children's health.
Roy Post, No. 33, of
Legion was instituted at Roy, MonWis have been approached by at
day evening by 16 of our soldier boys least a dozen farmers of the mesa
Within the past few weeks on tie sub
as charter members.
The officers elected and installeJ ject of Consolidated Schools ,nd the
method of getting and equipping them.
were
Homer Holmes, Post Commander.
There seems to be no qfuestjon her fts
Ernest Anderson, Sr., Vice Conk
the need for graded schools in the
country nd it is surprising how fast
O. H. Reed, Jn, Vice Com.
Earl McMinimy, Post Adjutant.
the sWÚment for "kern is growing,
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Lady Nancy Astor has been elected
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to her husband's former seat In the
bouse of commons by a majority of

Southwest News

Three million American tourists are
expected In France In 1920 and 1921, It
was estimated by Henri de Fert, the
new president of the French Motor
Touring Club.
Premier Clemencenu has rented nt
St. Vincent, Vendee,' a small solitary
house on the seashore, where he hopes
to rest and work In solitude, according
to reports from Purls.
The flreplts of Mount Kllanea which
for months was level wlili the main
crater and overflowed frequently, collapsed and fell 4(H) feet. Ten earthquake shocks accompanied the col-

From All Over

WESTERN

Sfal ale will
take place all over the United tutea
from December 1 to 10, 11D.

The State bank nt Murphy, Texas,
was robbed of $12,5uO by safe blowers.
francs (J5.CO0).
The body of Otis McGulre. who was
being sought after the bodies of his
Adelina Pattl, famous prima donna,
wife and two daughters were found who died Sept. 27, at her castle In
murdered, was found today, hanging In Wales, left n fortune valued at 116,- -'
000. She bequeathed her entire propa boat house near Wulne, Wash.
An American negro who deserted erty to Baron Itolf Cederstrom, her
recently from the Tenth United Stutes husband, except n few personal articavalry is reported to be the leader cles.
of a band of approximately 'MO Yaqul
The parliamentary budget commitIndians who raided the eastern part tees of Chile has appropriated funds
of the Moctezuma District in Novemfor the purchase of aeroplanes and
ber.
other elements to increase the
rules for
Drastic and
of the army and navy. The govfuel conservation in Lincoln have been ernment has purchased from Finland
issued by the fuel conservation com- four naval sloops now in German wamittee of the Commercial Club, adopt- ters.
ed with the sanction of the mayor
population of 5,230,-00- 0
Of the pre-wand members of the city council, who
of
In the devastated regions
will give their force If necessary.
s
France,
have returned to
Two masked bandits entered the of- their former homes, according to a refice of the American theater ut Butte, port Issued by the American Hed Cross
Mont., and after beating into insensiIn Paris. French authorities expect a
bility Miss Emma Peterson, the cash- return of the majority of the remainier, and John Kelly, the Janitor, robbed der within the next few months,
the safe of all Its contents. It is esThe Japanese pence delegation, in
timated the robbers obtained $1,000.
announcing that Japan was sending a
More than 800 cases of smallpox in light cruiser and two torpedo boats to
mild form In Ontario have been re- Fu Chow, China, for the protection of
ported to the ministry of health. Japanese subjects, said instructions
About one-haof them are In Toronto. had been given the commander of the
All travelers into the United States squadron forbidding the landing of
must show certificates that they have marines or the use of arms, except in
been vaccinated within one mouth.
case of absolute necessity.
Guarded by ten armed deputy sherThe Socialist deputies, Pe Guise
iffs headed by Sheriff Bolph, Walter and Uingnier, of the Alsne department
Thomas Mills, lecturer and writer for have Informed the president of the
the Nonpartisan League, spoke at chamber of deputies at Paris that they
Trosser, Wash., to an audience com- will introduce a bill when that body
posed of sympathizers and about fifty convenes asking the government to asformer soldiers. Mills eulogized the sume the expenses lu connection with
American government und confined the transfer of the bodies of French
Ills speech to Americanism und patriot- soldiers from battlefield graves to
ism.
their native village cemeteries.
The bodies of a Mrs. McGuire and GENERAL
her two young daughters, 10 and 12
The Rev. Dr. Edward Ballard, OS,
years old, were found In their home at who was horn December 25, 1820, and
miles north of
Blaine, twenty-fivwas the oldest Methodist minister in
Wash. Mrs. McOutre and one America, died at his home in Ocean
child appeared to have been slain with Grove, N. J.
an ax. The other child evidently was
The famous Holsteln Frlcsian bull,
stabbed to death. Officers are search- King Segls Pontine Alen rt ra, valued at
ing for rlie husband and father.
$50,000, died at Mlddletown, N. Y. It
In what Is said to lie the first original was owned by John II. Ardniani) of
case in the history of the United States Fairmont farm.
in which n conviction has been obTwenty-fivpersons, most of them
tained by finger print identification women and girls, lost their lives In i
alone, diet Moon, accused of the rob- fire which quickly destroyed a frame
bery of the safe of the Treu meat mar- building In which 000 of the village
ket nt Blsbee, Ariz., about three folk were making merry at a dance ut
months ago, was found guilty by a Ville Platte, La.
Jury In superior court at Tombstone.
Robbers, who burned the vault door
The verdict was rendered nfter ten with an acetylene torch, looted fifty
minutes' deliberation.
safety deposit boxes of $10,000 in cash
and bonds at the State bank of
WASHINGTON
Knox county, Ind. No clew
A pardon signed by President Wilson for Jesse Kohler, a federal con- to the robbers hns been found.
Federal agents raided an ulleged
vict, was received
at Los Angeles.
When officials went to present it to counterfeiting plant In Minneapolis,
Kohler at the county hospital they placed one man under arrest and
sevlearned he had died eighteen days pre- seized 500 spurious
eral molds and dies and a quantity' of
vious.
metal.
The board of temperance, prohibiMaud Powell, the violinist, collapsed
tion and public morals of the Methodist Episcopal church announces that during a recital at St. Louis and was
it contemplates no general campaign taken to a hospital In a
Physicians diagnosed her
against the use of tobacco, but would condition.
confine Its efforts to a fight against aliment us an acute attack of stomach
trouble.
its use by minors.
The German bark Paul, which was
A final study of the selective draft
In distress off the Nova
reported
records made public fixes the military
coast IS believed to have been
strength of the United States at
lost with all hands. Several steamers
in potential military manpower. which have searched tho vicinity of
Registrations for the draft, between the last re;wrtod position of the vessel
the ages of 18 and 45, totalled 23,908,-S7have found no truce of her or her
almost 80 per cent of whom were crew.
listed as "physically fit for military
Major Huston of the British nrmy,
service."
attached to the Chilean army as an
Earnings of the federal farm loan aviation Instructor, broke the altitude
banks during the six months ending record for South America. He asmin
s
cended 21,4(30 feet In eighty-fiv- e
Nov. 1 were $858,033, according to
biscout
experimental
an
with
utes
made public by the farm loan
horsepower.
220
of
plane
board. This was a gain of more than
Clyde Smith of South Bend, Ind., and
$250,000 over the previous half year
narold Lane of New York City have
approxiof
earnings and an Increase
been indicted' on charges of having
mately $050,000 over profits of tho
worked a confidence game when they
banks for the corespoudlng six months disposed of an alleged new process in
a year ago.
manufacturing automobile tires to Sol
Documentary proof that Venustiano Goldberg, president of the Hump HairCarranza knew of the plan of San pin Company, for $400,000.
Diego and that Carranza's generals
With more than seventy days left the
knew of raids planned across the Ohio automobile department has brokUnited States border and participated en nil records of the state ond, in fact,
in them even while Carranza's recog- any stato in the Union in tho number
nition by the United States was being of licenses issued for 1919. Up to Oct.
thrashed out in Washington, is now 20 the department Issued licenses for
in the hands of the American state 503,500 pnsenger cars and commercial
vehicles operated by gasoline.
department at Washington.
A scheduled performance of the
Navy department officials expressed
German operetta, "Der Weisse Hirsh,"
surprise at the uction of the supreme by an amateur company In Vettinger's
council in allocating one German bat- hull, Astoria, was cancelled when 200
tleship and destroyer to each of the members of the American Legion
to the ball to protest against
allies and associated powers for ex- marched
performance.
the
The United
perimental purposes.
Lieut. Robert Stocker and a clvillun
States had not asked for any of the
named Thompson, believed to have
German vessels and suid they would
been a radio tester, were drowned
be of little use to this country, even when their hydroalrphine fell Intd the
for experimental work, as It is as- Delaware river, six miles below Ches
serted there was little the American ter. The bodies have not yet been re
navy can learn from the German vjs- - covered. The plane was towed to the
28,-00- 0
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Nswspap.r Union News Service
COMINO "EVENTS.

The-- Red Cross Christmas

lapse.
All records In the prices of fashionable gowns are beaten by spring models
just announced In Taris. They will be
12,000 francs ($2,400), while an afler-noo- n
frock, a Poiret creation, costs

Western Newspaper Union News Senrtce.

STRIKE IS OFF

New Mexico
and Arizona
WWiri

n

SWITCHMEN'S

INSANITY

e

lf

laws.

THE JOY OF

How Two British Officer Fooled Their
Turkish Captor by Period of
Feigned Madness.,

Are they really lunatics or brilliunt
actors?
Sceptical Turks and British asked
LONG SESSION ENDS IN VOTE TO
question as they looked at the
the
AT
RETURN TO WORK
weird, ghastly figures of Lieutenant
ONCE.
Jones and Lieutenant Hill In the
prisoners' word of a Turkish hospital
in the early days of the war.
Here Is a picture of Lieutenant Hill,
STRIKE UNAUTHORIZED as described by another British offi-

The drive against predatory animals
Is still on In San Miguel county, New
THE
RELIEVE
WILL GREATLY
Mexico, and many have been killed in
IN
KANSAS
SITUATION
the past few days.
CITY.
Records by the registrar' office at
the University of Tucson, Ariz., are of
a most interesting nature. The total
Wealrrn Newspaper Union News Service.
registration to date Is over 020.
The New Mexico state highway deKansas City, Dec. 1. The strike ot
partment hns been notified that forty-tw- o railway switchmen here which began
Nash "Quad" trucks and ten Fords Saturday was called off by the strikhave been shipped from Buffalo. The ers early today. Calling off the strike,
Fords are of the umbulance type and It was announced, followed a vote
will be converted for use lu constructaken at n muss meeting of strikers
which lasted until fur Into the night.
tion cm nips.
There Is no room In the Casa Grande The strikers returned to work this
Morning.
valley, Arizona, for alien
Ending of the switchmen's strike,
Individuals, however much money they bring, according to notice It was said here, will greatly relieve
the serious situation confronting the
served on a party of Russians who arrived In two carloads there, prepared city because of the fuel famine, due
with large wads of money to Invest In to the coal miners' strike. Whether
requests made by city officials for
cotton lands.
Governor Campbell has issued a federal troops to be used In connec
challenge to Governor Larrazola of tion with the strike will be rescinded
New Mexico to see which of the states could not be learned.
The strike had been termed unau
can raise its quota to the Red Cross
thorized by national officials of the
drive first The camBrotherhood of Railway Trainmen 'and
paign starts Dec. 1, continuing for ten
representative of the national offia
days. Arizona's quota Is $75,000 and
cers attended the strike meeting and
that of New Mexico Is $50,950.
counseled the men to return to work.
Lordsbin g Is very fast becoming one
The first indication Unit the strike
of the
communities of New was ended came when
a delegation of
town
are
of
the
The
citizens
Mexico.
strikers appeared at Ihe office of W.
discovering that they have their fair M. Corbett, general manager
of the
share or more of natural resources and Kansas City Terminal Company, and
drawing
awakening
is
pride
of
the
announced that the men hud voted to
them together In an effort at
go back to work.
for making their advantages
known to the outside world.
Eight Killed in Wind Storm.
Reports just tabulated by the execuChicago. At least eight persons
tive committee and county agent of
were killed and three score Injured and
the Curry county, New Mexico, farm
heavy property damage by wind and
bureau indicate that the campaign for-th- e
storm, accompanied by sleet, snow and
sorcontrol of smut lu wheat,
rain which originated In northwest Arghums, broom corn and other
kansas and swept across the central
sorghums grown In the county
valleys and southern lake region. Com
has been worth $75,000 to the growers
munication was nearly paralyzed in
during the past year.
northern Arkansas and some purts of
A rich silver discovery that has Missouri and Kansas as a result of
caused considerable excitement Is re- sleet and wind, while the gale, that
ported from the property of the Silver reached a velocity of eighty miles an
Crown Mining Company, near Crown hour nt Detroit, tore down wires, upKing, Ariz. In driving a tunnel, Superrooted trees, swept away outbuildings
intendent Thomas A. Anderson reports and unroofed houses In most of the
having exposed two feet of ore good central states. Five persons were
for 1 10 ounces silver to the ton, with killed in southern Michigan. Two men
four feet of milling ore alongside.
lost their lives in Indianapolis when
The location for the now postSffice one was electrocuted by a broken wire
in I'lovis, New Mexico, hay been deand another blown from a ladder.
cided and the contract for the new
Turns Back $83,750,000.
structure has been let. The new buildNew York. The American Relief
ing will be 50x100 feet and one-haof it will be used by Uncle Sam and Administration will return to the
the other half as a store building. The United States government approxientire building will be steam heated mately $88,750,000 of the $100,000,000
nd will be built so as to give the of appropriated by Congress for relief in
Europe, according to the preliminary
fice all the light possible.
on the work
In reorganizing the various lines of report of Herbert Hoover
made public
work to be handled by the farm bu- of the administration
money will be returned In
reau for next year, the farmers in here. The
treusury notes from the
form
of
the
Luna county, New Mexico, want the
European governments who
sweet potato Industry pushed to the various
shared in the relief work. The relimit. Indications are that there will
mainder of the futid was expended for
be a big acreage grown next year and
supplies, which were "donated on a
community curing and storage houses
charitable basis, for which there will
point
shipping
will be built at central
be no reimbursement."
to properly care for the crop.
Fifteen schools in the state of AriYaquis Ambush Mexicans.
zona are shut down for this year and
Nogales, Ariz. Two hundred sol
for all of next year, and the outlook diers and several high officers of the
Is certain for more of them to go out Mexican
federal army have been
of business Immediately after the ex- killed In a recent ambuscade by Yuqui
aminations all because the teachers Indians at Onavas, south of Tonichl,
no longer can keep body and soul to- on the Yaqua river, near the eastern
gether on the salaries that are paid, border of Sonora, according to advices
according to announcement by C. O. received by Francis J. Dyer, AmeriCase, state superintendent of schools. can consul nt Nogales, Sonora, oppoArizona cottonseed oil is the best on site here.
the market. Arizona olive oil outstrlves
that of Spain and Italy. And now,
Fire Destroy Cotton Gin.
Arizona rat tlesnake oil bids fair to add
Chandler, Ariz. Fire of unknown
one more Jewel In Arizona's crown of
origin here totally destroyed the Chanproductions.
dler gin of the Southwest Cotton ComA movement has been started at pany, a subsidiary of the Goodyear
Springer, New Mexico, for the erection Tire and Rubber Compuny, entailing a
Several
of a high school building which will loss estimated at $30,000.
cost from $50,000 to $00,000 and plans hundred bales of ginned cotton stored
re under way to begin work on the nearby were undamaged.
structure eKily In the spring. It Is
agreed by nearly everyone that a
Take Over Madrid Bakeries.
school building of this kind would add
The government has de
Madrid.
greatly to the beauty and progress of
over the bakeries of Madto
take
cided
Imthe city, as well as be a wonderful
to solve the bread
an
effort
in
rid
provement to the educational facilishortage caused by the strike of bakties.
ers. Beginning at once the bakeries
Governor O. A. Larrazola, Lieuten- will be worked by the government, the
ant Governor B. F. Pankey, Holm O. latter paying the strikers the wage
they demanded.
R wis u in of Sococco and Nathan Jaffa
of Roswell have endorsed the health
Miner Rescued Alive.
bond which is being issued jointly by
Idaho. After being in the
Wallace,
the National Tuberculosis Association
and the New Mexico Public Health As Gold Hunter mine ut Mullan since Sat
urday morning, Nov. 15, when they
sociation for large donors in the coming Red Cross Christmas Seal sale of were entombed by a slide of earth,
Salko,- miners,
Dec. 1 to 10. The signatures of the P. P. Grant and Emil
two weeks'
ulive
ufter
out
were
taken
four men appear upon the bond.
Imprisonment.
to
a
shows
census
Arizona's school
tal of 77,777 pupils, It was announced
Sale of Formula Prohibited.
by C. O. Case, state superintendent of
Washington.
Sale of formulas for
He
announced
also
public Instruction.
that schools of the state will have making Intoxicating liquor In the home
available $724,003.87 for the coming has been placed under the ban by the
year, after deducting for text books Bureau of Internal Revenue. Firms or
corporations engaging in such sale, the
and other "central" Items from the tointernal revenue bureau has Just ruled,
tal fund of $850,000.
The totul receipts from oil leases in are liable to prosecution under the section of the criminal code making liable
New Mexico, according to figures comto a fine of not more than $10,000 oi
piled by the state land commissioner,
amount to$12,450.78 to Nov. 1, 1919. Imprisonment for one year, or both,
Of this amount $3,094.15 Is the total of "whoever, directly commits an act con
stltuting an offense" under the federal
fees received for transfers.
live-wir-

BY SHAMMING

WON

cer:"A

tousled scarecrow of a man. Ills
long, untrlmmed hair hung over his
unwashed neck, his cheeks were sunken, his hands were clasped over the
that covered his shins. He
never looked at us, but with an expression of the most unswerving austerity
that lay
continued .to read a hoc
open on his knees. As I passed I saw;
from the ruling and paragraphing ot
the pages, that It must be a copy of
the Bible."
"Jones was H.s bed opposite. His
face was unusually white. The youns
forehead was divide 1 and subdivided
by deep wrinkles; . a golden beard
tufted from the chin; the head was
covered by a too large fez, mude ot
white linen.
"He grinned
and waved an arm
toward the Turkish orderly., 'I am not
English,' be protested, In Turkish. '1
am a good Turk. The English are my
r
enemies. I wrote to his excellency
Pasha, telling him I wished to become a Turkish officer.' "
The reputation of these two officers
as lunatics had spread through every
prison-camIn Turkey, says Ihe writer
who tells the story In "Blackwood's
Magazine." But they were not mad.
They were feigning madness the whole
time In order to recover their freedom! And they won through.
As soon as the British vessel on
had left
which they were shipped
Turkish waters they miraculously recovered
It was one of the most amazing
cases of malingering on record. The
marvel Is that Hill's mind did not give
way under the ordeal.
For twelve
hours a day he sat up In hed reading
the Bible. He showed
and
no signs of Interest In anything; pray
ed aloud for nearly half an hour morn
ing and evening lu the presence of
a dozen people, and never smiled
a task which required almost Inhuman
concentration. Jones, on the other
hand, acted farce Instead of tragedy,
and both men completely duped the

LiOTIIEIIIIOOD
Came to this Woman After
Taking Lydia E. Finkham'a
Vegetable Compound to
Restore Her Health '
Ellensbursr. We-A- .
After I was
married 1 waa not well for a long time
and a good deal of
the time was not
able to go about
Our greatest desire
was to have a child
in our home and on
day my husband

came back from
town with a bottle

s

En-ve-

of Lydia E.

Prehistoric Culture in Ohio.
Digging into the tomb of a mound
builder chief near Newurk, O., scien
undent
tists recently discovered
trinkets which they declare establish
Inhabitants
the fact that the stone-ag- e
of the locality belonged to the, same
tribe whose earth monuments are
found in other parts of the state,
notably Ros county, where similar research work has disclosed surprising
The
evidence of prehistoric culture.
sepulcher Is located neur the flint qunr-- .
rles from which aborigines obtained
material for arrowheads and other Implements. It Is made of small stones
and Is burled in a circular mound in
earth about thirteen feet high. The
be
skeleton Indicated'-thachief
was a man nearly six feet tall aud
over average weight. Underneath the
bones was found what is considered
the most Important article taken from
the excavation, a copper gorget, believed to have been a token of authority or rank. Other objects of Interest
were copper earrings, an armlet of the
same material aud beads made from
sea shells, which evidently had been
worn as; a neckpiece, and are described in Popular Mechanics.

's

from mv troubles.

I

I

improved in health so could do my
housework; we now have a little one, all
of which I owe to Lydia E. Pinkbam'a
Vegetable Compound. " lira, O, S.
Johnson, R. No. 8, Ellensburg, Wash.
There are women everywhere who
long for children lit their home yet are
denied this happiness on account of
some functional disorder which in most
cases would readily yield to Lydia .
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Such women should not rive to hone
until they have given this wonderful
medicine a trial, and lor special advice
write Lydia E. Pinkbam Medicine Co.,
Lynn, Mass. The result of 40 yean
experience is at your service.

The smile of adversity is rather ley.

p

Turks.

Pink-ham-

Vegetable
Compound and
wanted me to try it
It brought relief

ASPIRIN

FOR HEADACHE

Narot "Bayer" is on Genuiaa
Aspirin say Bayer

Insist on "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin"
a "Bayer package," containing proper directions for Headache, Colds,
Pain, Neuralgia, Lumbago, and Rheu
matism. Name "Bayer" means genuine
Aspirin prescribed by physicians for
nineteen years. Handy tin toxes ot 12
tablets cost few cents. Aspirin is trade
mark of Bayer Manufacture of
of Sallcylicacld. Adv.
In

As n rulo lar.y people lie the most.

'

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, that famous old remery
for Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature of(
In Use for Over 80 Tears.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
.Love all; trust but a few.
Cutlcura Soap for the Complexion.
Nothing better than Cutlcura Soap
dally and Ointment now and then ae
needed to make the complexion clear,
scalp clean and hands soft and white.
Add to this the fascinating, fragrant
Cutlcura Talcum and you have the
Cutlcura Toilet Trio. Adv.
A kiss In time may prevent nine.
Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cored

by local applications as they cannot reacn
the diseased portion of Ihe ear. There
only one way to cure Catarrhal Deafness.
and that is ny a constitutional romcu).
Hil.I.'H CATARRH MEDICINE acts
through the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces
of the System. Catarrhal Deaf sees Is
caused by an In named oonoiuoaot iy
mucous lining; of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube Is Inflamed you have a.
rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
Airman' Record Glide.
when It is entirely ciosea, ueainess i "
re
What Is believed to be a world's result Unless the Inflammation tocan benor
lt
and this tube restored
record for gliding with a dead motor duced
mal condition, bearing may be aestroyeu
was accomplished at Ithaca, N. Y., in forever. Msnv cases of Deafness are
which Is an Inflamed
biplane, caused bv ofCatarrh,Mucous
a Thomas-Mors- e
Surface.
the
condition
This
says the Scientific American.
ONE HUNDRED DOLLAKS tor any
Deafness
that cannot
case
Catarrhal
of
Cayuga
machine flew to the head of
HALL'S . CATARRH
be cured by
miles. MEDICINE.
lake, a distance of thirty-fiv- e
All Druggists Toe. circular rree.
and having attained a height of 17.500
F. J. Cheney A Co., Toledo, Ohio.
feet, the pilot switched off his motor
Denials make little faults great.
and glided to' Ithaca, at which point
he stilt had 5,000 feet altitude. If his
glide had been continued It Is estimated that an additional fifteen miles
could have been covered, making a to
tal of fifty miles without the use of his
Mr. Knight Was Dow Witi Kid
motor. The longest glide previously
recorded was that of Capt. Kaynham,
ney Complaint; Found Doaa s
when, he
according to Aeronautics,
the Remedy Needed.
glided from Brooklands to Hendon, In
"Kidney trouble put me in a bad
Englund, a distance of twenty-twway," says Thomas A. Knight, Remiles.
tired Insurance Agent, 624 N. Ninth
St, East St. Louis, 111. "It came
Anti-No- i
Telephone.
on with pain across my back and
JenEdwin S. Pridham and Peter L.
the attacks kept getting worse un
sen, engineers of San Francisco,
til I had a spell that
In
telephoning
problem
of
solved the
laid me up. Morphine
the midst Of noise by simply "open
was the only' relief
ing the diaphragm and button of the
and I couldn't move
transmitter and letting all the noise
without help. The kidney secretions were
in impartially to both sides of the
scanty, painful and
The result was entire
diaphragm.
filled with sediment.
exclusion from the circuit of every
"I waa unable to
sound save the voices of the users,
leave the house, could
As one test of the new method an
not rest, and became utterly extelephone was placed in"
hausted. The only way I could
a
boiler.
With
of
side the steel shell
take ease was by bolstering myseveral men outside the boiler poundself ud with pillows. For three
ing on the shell with hammers, a per
months I was In that awful con
to
to
telephone
was
able
son Inside
dition and the doctor said I had
those on the outside without interfer
Doan'i Kidnév PfíU
travel.
ence from the din of the hammering.
to good health
me
1

two-seat-

HEALTH RESTORED

-

o

W

"anti-noise-

French While You Wait
"Waiter," said the discharged dough
boy, "I want this meal served tout de
suite."
"I get you, boss," said the ebony
waiter with a grin, "You ain't de
tlrj?t mlitary gent'man dnt's been here,
salt."

Birmingham

brought
back
and I have gained wonderfully In
strength and weight."
Bworn to hefore me,
A. II. EOGMÁNN, Votary Public
Cat Doan's at Any Store, 60c a Bos
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printed letterheads will almost surely
repay their additional cost. Five hun
dred or one thousand letterheads and
envelopes
the ordinary farmer
á
year
longer
or
their cost Is rela
and
OF
tively small. The following slmplq
form Is suitable for the average farmer. A good printer will be able to sug
Problem for Farmer Is to Know gest styles of type and an arrangement
that Is distinctive and at the name
What Kinds Are Best Suited
time dignified.
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Carranza

Refuses to Release
Jenkins and Hostilities With
Mexico Impend.!

AE!Y

AND NAVY ARE READY

Government' Efforts to End Coat
Strike by Negotiation Fail, Min.
era Rejecting Garfield's Offer
of 14 Per Cent Wage Increase.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.

It appears at this writing that the
breaking point with Mexico has been
reached at last or should one say
again? Carranza' government, defying the. United States, has flatly refused to release Consular Agent Jenkins In response to the demand made
ly our state department. Since that
demand was In the nature of on ultl
iiiatum, threatening unpleasant coa
sequences, It would seem .either Wash
ington or Mexico must back water, or
hostilities will result.
.
The Mexican foreign office said the
demand of the United States was not
liased on any legal foundation or prln
clple of International law ; that the
executive department cannot under
Mexican law Intervene now In an affair
that Is strictly In the hands of state
courts; that the Imprisonment of Jenkins was neither arbitrary nor unjustified, and that he Is preventing his own
freedom by refusing to give ball. Mex
ico's assertion that Jenkins, as a consular agent, was not Immune from ar
rest la not contested In Washington,
hut Secretary Lansing has stated that
his department has more Information
beating on this case than has been
made public, and presumably It Is this
information that led to the demand
for the release of Jenkins.
Reports from Mexico that have come
through official channels show that the
Mexicans have done all possible to dls- -

credit Jenkins. The court at Puebla re-- .
fused to hear, witnesses who would refute the story that he was seen In
conference with members of the gang
lhat kidnaped him; nnd according to
the correspondent of a newspaper of
Mexico City, a number of peons declared the Judge and police Inspector
had exercised pressure on them to testify against Jenkins.
It was believed in Washington that
the administration would maintain Its
Otherwise,
firm stand In the crisis.
congress would
nald the
take up the matter promptly after convening, call for all the facts In the
case and proceed to frame a definite
policy. In both house nnd senate, It
was asserted, the great majority was
In favor of a showdown with Carranza,
who for years has flouted the United
States and In Innumerable ways diswell-poste-

played his open hostility.

'

There is no

forgetting or forgiving his attitude and
actions during the war, which the government knew all the time and with
which the public Is becoming better acquainted every day.
Should

armed Intervention be necessary, we are in good condition for
quick action, for the army has had
this possibility In mind for some
months. Along the border these forces
'are now available, noth wings of the
aviation service, Including 15 aero
squadrons, ten balloon companies, five
regiments of field artillery, ten of the
33 regiments of cavalry remaining In
the army organization, three regiments of engineers, one brigade of
with four within calling distance In the central department, 19
motor transport companies, one field
battalion and two telegraph battalions
of the signal corps, 2.'t or more pack
trains and nil the additional force of
supply to eííre for an army of that size.
The marine corps is ready for the
emergency, and so Is the navy. With
a fleet in the Pacific as well as the
Atlantic, forces could be landed on
both coasts. If the navy needs more
tuen the reserve force can be culled on,
and that Includes a large part of the
extra personnel In service during the

Var.

Besides looking on the arrest of

Jenkins as deliberately designed lo affront the United States, the state department officials say the execution hwt
week of Gen. Felipe Angeles also IndU
cates the hostile attitude of Carranza
toward this country. Angeles was the
foremost Mexican soldier of this day,
and was the outspoken admirer of the
United States. But he had been the
chief aid of Villa and was captured;
therefore he was condemned and shot
to death. While this may have been
technically Just, It Is likely that the
life of so eminent a man would have
been spared If he Jiad not ro freely
given voice to his friendship for tlds
nation. v
Less startling, perhaps, than the
Mexican crisis, but of no less moment,
Is the, collapse of the government's efforts to end the coal strike by negotiation. Its final offer to the miners was
a 14 per cent wage Increase. This the
operators voted to accept, and the miners, through Acting President Lewis,
rejected. Mr. Lewis declared that "responsibility for the crisis now confronting the nation must be upon those
statesmen who are using the powers of
the government to oppress and deny
Justice to the great element of citizenship directly concerned In the mining
Industry."
The operators and the miners then
adjourned sine die, and It seemed that
there was nothing left for the government except to take over and operate
the mines.
. The government's compromise offer,
approved by the Cabinet nnd made by
Fuel Director Garfield, provided there
should be no Increase In the price of
coal to the consumer and that a Joint
advisory board of operators and miners should' he created, with Secretary
Lane as chairman, to work out the details of wage adjustments and furnish
Information and advice In future disputes.
This offer must have been
made without hope of Its acceptance,
for Secretary of Labor Wilson previously hnd declared the men were entitled to an advance of 81.6 per cent,
nnd the operators, had offered an advance of 20 per cent.
The acceptance of Mr. Wilson's conclusions may be affected by the fact
that he was a miner himself. Lewis
says the men consider his offer a
pledge which the government must redeem.
Former Secretary of the Trensury
McAdoo projected himself Into the controversy with a statement that the operators have been making excessive
profits since the war began nnd can
well afford to pay much higher wages
without increasing the price of coal.
He said the treasury's records of excess profits taxes would prove this.
Of course the operators entered indignant denial, and Carter Glass, still secretary, came to their defense with n
modified refutation of McAdoo's assertion as to profits.
While the dispute goes on the coun
try's stock of fuel shrinks alarmingly.
In some regions, however, the mines
are being operated steadily. Out In
the Sheridan (Wyo.) field the United
States officials, civil and military,
solved the trouble surprisingly and effectively. They learned that the miners had voted to return to the pits but
were prevented from doing so by a
campaign of Intimidation by the radicals. The military, therefore, at the
request of the sheriff, rounded up
nearly three score alien agitators and
A
sent them to Fort MacKenzie.
meeting of the miners' union was then
called, and the entire strike situation
explained by Major Dean, whereupon
the men voted unanimously to end the
strike Friday.
Governor Allen of Kansas has called
for volunteers to work the mines nnd
protect the people of the state from
"unspeakable suffering," nnd hundreds
of men have responded. Unlou lenders
sny these volunteers will be regarded

as

question will be reached, satisfactory
to all parties, Including D'AnnunzIo.
This Is the expected result of conversations there between British, French,
Italian nnd Jugo-Sla- v
representatives.
The Jugoslavs are still nervous and
claim to have Information that Italy
plans to take nil of Dnlmatia and Montenegro.
Maxim Lltvlnoff, representing the
soviet government of Russia, Is In Copenhagen conferring with British emis
saries. Primarily the matter In hand
Is the exchange of prisoners, but Lltvlnoff admitted that If fhe British attitude was favorable, peace negotiations would be taken up. He headed
the bolshevik delegation that met the
representatives of the Baltic states In
Dorpnt, and the lntter say his manner
was cold and threatening throughout,
and that unless he behaves otherwise
In Copenhagen It will be difficult to ne
gotiate with him. The Baltic states al
ready have lost faith In the bolshe- vlst's professed desire for peace with
them. The soviet government of Rus
sia has announced new victories over
Deniklne's forces and further udvances
In the Omsk region.
On Thursday Premier Stnmbuliwskj
of Bulgaria signed the treaty of peace
between his country nnd the allies.
The pact was signed by all the allied
nations except Roumnnla nnd Jugoslavia, which are awaiting the signing
of the treaty with Austria. Bulgaria
Is to pay an indemnity of $445,000,(100;
to surrender all works of art nnd other
valuables taken from allied countries;
to abolish compulsory military service,
nnd to reduce Its army to 20,000 men.
It Is deprived of Thrace and of Strum-nltzthe latter going to Serbia.
Germany, at lost reports,, was still
holding out on signing the protocol
which the allied nations drew up, and
the supreme council hns expressed Its
surprise and displeasure at this course.
The council told the Germans that If
the treaty of Versailles were not put
Into effect on December 1 the responsibility would rest entirely with their
government.
In another note to th
Germnn delegation at VT anilles M.
Clemenceau, as president' jf the council, sternly refused to deviate from
the terms of the treaty In favor of
Germnn prisoners employed In reconstruction ifork In the devastated part
of France, and he used some very plain
language, concerning German brutality
and Insincerity.

BIERS

Another Irish crisis

Is

(Prepared by the United States Depart
ment ot Agriculture.)
Most certainly, advertising pays for
the farmer, as for the business man,
But the problem for the farmer Is to
know the kinds suited to his particular
needs the kinds thut will bring him
money.
To many people advertising means
only .large display-typ- e
announcements
more or less expensively illustrated.
But for the fanner there are scores of
other ways he can be advertising his
products every day, and In many enses,
at n cost small Indeed compared with
the returns. The suggestions offered
herewith by marketing specialists of
the United States department of agri
culture are designed particularly for
the farmer who is In a position to
meet a staple demand for given grades
of goods. Eggs, butter, fruit, vegetables, dressed meat, dressed fowls, sausage, are among the Items the sale of
which can be promoted by consistent
advertising.
There are various comparatively sim
ple means of direct appeal to buyers
which are particularly ..profitable
of the tremendous Increase In
automobile travel. Today that farm Is
remote, Indeed, which Is not passed by
town or city motorists many times a
week. A count on many a
quiet country road will show that
scores, often hundreds, of vehicles pass
dally. A large number of these carry
possible customers for farm products.
The farmer Interested In attracting
such trade should look well to the
appearance of his place. Perhaps old,
unsightly features of which he Is not
conscious exist, but the passer-b- y
Is
keen to discern these signs of farm
management and hesitates to purchase
at a place showing neglect.
Bulletin Boards Useful.
A
bulletin board near
the front gate Is a big asset In attracting buyers. Just as big commercial
houses know that It pays to use skill
In preparing a display "ad," so the
farmer In many a progressive
has learned to take pains In
preparing his bulletin board. It may
be only a blackboard that Is used, but
It should be neat and its, message
easily read. In addition to the name
of the farm or the farm owner, there
should be stated In large type the kinds
of produce offered for sale. It Is gen
erally advisable to add the prices also.
On some farms supplementary boards
are placed a considerable distance on
either side of the main bulletin, calling attention to the latter. A good
sample of the wording on these follows :
FAIR VALLEY FARM.
READ MARKETING BULLETIN
AHEAD.
But the bulletin board is not the only
d

com-maul-

VALLEY

the British government,
dispatches from Dublin, has Issued a
proclamation prohibiting and suppressing the Sinn Fein and other like organizations In all countries and bor
oughs In Ireland. It, Is believed the
British now have 130,000 troops In Ireland, nnd on the other hand the sup
porters of the Irish "republic" claim
they have an army of at least 100,000
ready to fight for the cause.
The new Labor party held Its first
national convention In Chicago . Inst
week, and it was scarcely what could
be called n success. The official list of
delegates showed that 728 presented
credentials, but n good ninny of them
faded away before the convention
came to n close.
Moreover, not one
of the 124 International labor unions
was represented, and of the 34,000 lo
cal unions In the' American Federation
of Labor and 0,000 Independent unions
only C42 sent delegates. One delegate
from Huston said about 80 per cent of
those In attendance were Socialists
and
Ists. Among those who
deserted the convention were the members of the Nonpartisan league, headed
by Governor Frazler of North Dukota.
The platform adopted is almost. Identical' with those of other radical
groups.
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FARM

James J. Jameson, Proprietor.
Butter, Eggs, Dressed Poultry, by
Parcel Post From the Farm to You.
Blank, Md

19.

Farmers who handle considerable
quantities of produce find It profitable
to use printed wrappers. The use of

it
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The first dose eases your cold I Don't
stuffed-up- l
Quit blowing and
snuffling! A dose of 'Tape's Cold
Compound" taken every two hours until three doses are taken usually
breaks up a severe cold and ends all
grippe misery.
Relief awaits you I Open your

stay

nostrils and the air

pass-

ages of your head; stop nose running;
relieve the headache, dullness,
sneezing, soreness and stiffness.
"Pape's Cold Compound" Is the
quickest, surest relief known and costs
only a few cents at drug stores. It
acts without assistance. Tastes nice.
no quinine.
Contains
Insist on
Pape's I Adv.
fever-Ishnes- s,

,
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Men makn money nnd women make
them hand it over.

A Pleasing Display of the Farm Name
That la a Business Asset to the
Farmer In That It Makes His Farm
Better Known and Easily Identified
two or more colors In printing these
adds to the expense but bften Is justi
fied by results. Others who do not
feel they can afford printed wrappers
may find it worth while to have neatly
printed business cards for Insertion In
each package sent out Another slm
pie means of advertising Is printed
gummed labels for use on the outside
of packages sent by parcel post or ex
press. A suggested wording Is given
below:
THREE OAKS FARM.
John Brown, Proprietor.
Blank, Missouri.
EGGS, PERISHABLE.
The farmer who has a display at the
county fair can, unless regulations forbid, use some form of display advertis
ing In connection with his own exhibit,

thus attracting attention to his personal business in a dignified, effective

CARBON!
Rid System of Clocked tip
Wste and Poisons
with "Cascarete."
--

Like carbon clogs and chokes a motor, so the excess bile In liver, and
the constipated waste in the bowels,
produce foggy brains, headache, sour,
acid stomach, indigestion, sallow skin,
sleepless nights, and bad colds.
Let gentle, harmless "Cascareis" rid
the system of the toxins, acids, gases,
and poisons which are keeping you on-

set

,

Take Cascarets and enjoy the nicest,
gentlest laxative-catharti- c
you evef
experienced.
Cascarets never gripe,
sicken, or cause Inconvenienced They
work while you sleep. A jx of Cascarets costs so little too. Adv.

manner.
Local, and in some cases metropolitan, newspapers offer a direct medium
for publicity, particularly for a farmer
A
not too far from his customers.
limited number of city papers have a
special department among classified
"ads" for parcel post advertising.
Where there is such a column it en
hances the value of the "ads" pub
lished.
Advertising In Presa.
To obtain satisfactory results from
advertising in a newspaper, the paper
selected must have a circulation among
persons to whom the advertisement
will appeal. Advertisements should be
short and should give a description of
the goods with the prices, and the
name and address of the person advertising. In some cities the Sunday
edition of n newspaper gives better
results than the dally edition. The
person who advertises must offer a
product that is wanted by the persons
who read the paper at the time the
product is advertised, In the places
where the paper has a circulation. In
other words, he must know what to
advertise, when to advertise, and where
to advertise. The following are suggested forms for parcel post classified

Yon naturally feel secure when yon
that the medicine you are about to
take it absolutely pure and contains no
harmful or habit producing drugs.
Such a medicine it Dr. Kilmer's Swp.mp-Bookidney, liver and bladder remedy.
The same standard of purity, strength
nd excellence is maintained in every
bottle of Swamp-RooIt is scientifically compounded from
vegetable herbs.
It is not a stimulant and is taken in
tea spoonful doses.
It is not recommended for everything.
It is nature's great helper in relieving
and overcoming kidney, liver and bladder troubles.
A sworn statement of purity is with
every bottle of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t.

Fresh Eg(?s direct from farm. Send
for three dozen delivered by parcel post
prepaid. Fair View Farm, Blank, Va.

nnd
nothing In common.

Butter direct from the dairy. Fresh,
clean and sweet. Send
for two pounds
delivered postpaid by parcel post. Fair
View Farm, Blank, Va,

Pneumonia

Fresh Vegetables for the family. Quality guaranteed. Send
for basket of
assorted vegetables delivered postpaid by
parcel post. Fair View Farm, Blank, Va.

the tree to you by
Picked the day they
quarts
cents for
Blank, Va.
small number of
entered the field of
national advertising is one in a westifeS':'
ern state who has built up a nationwide trade In his special brand of
homemade sausage, by using the adverpublicatising columns of
An Effective, Dignified Advertisement tions, supplemented by cleverly prepared pamphlets and the use of dison This Barn.
CHERRIES from
prepaid parcel post.
are mailed. Send
to Fair View Farm,
Typical of the
farmers who have

Adversity Is nn egg from which
perience is hatched.

ex-

A Feeling of Security
know

t,

t.

medicine, you should
On sale at all drug stores
in bottles of two sizes, medium and Urge.
However, if you wish first to try this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer ft Co., Binghamtnn, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

If yon need a

have the best.

sympathy

Self-intere-

often

a

follows

have

wan

Neglected Cold
KILL THE COLD!

Jl ILL'S
QUININE

CASCARA

Xtti
x

I i

Standard cold remedy far 20 years
ale, sure, no
in tablet torn
opiates orcms up a cold in 24
hours relieves trip in 1 ears.
Money back if it fails. The
genuine box bis a Red
nn V X top wltn Mr. HUt't
picture.
1.

well-know- n

The farmer who possesses an auto
truck and he Is legion these days is
overlooking a splendid advertising opportunity if he does not have the name
of his farm and his special products
neatly lettered on the sides of his vehicle. Then every trip to town is a reminder to hundreds, perhaps thousands, that the owner Is still on the
map. One dairy farmer who built up a
large retail trade In butter, eggs, cottage cheese, etc., in addition to a large
milk trade, not only carried on his
vehicles the name of his farm (a euphonious Indian name once npplled
to the region), but made all his trucks
and wagons even more distinctive by
painting thera all the same color, a
dark yellow.
Value of Letterheads.
Printed letterheads are á real asset
for the farmer who Is selling to either
wholesale or retail trade. Very naturally he seeks to reduce his correspondence to. a minimum, but for such
business letters as he does write, the

Relief with'

At once!

Tape's Cold Compound"

clogged-u- p
14

effective standing advertisement for
the farmer. Ills place will be bettor
remembered by passing strangers If Its
natue appears in neat lettering above
or beside the entrance. The custom of
miming farms, popular in so many
at hand, for parts of the country, has proved of
according to financial ns well as sentimental value. advertising :

When the congressional committee
went to Ellis Island to Investigate the
D'AnnunzIo, the Italian firebrand.
cases of the radicals held here for deseems to have as many schemes of an- portation It ran Into a bunch of tarnexation as the kaiser had. According tars. The reds refused to be questo various reports, he plans to return tioned, nnd moreover were on a hunwith strong forces to Zara and proceed ger strike because they were separated
thence to Sebenlco; after seizing that from callers by bars, .Of course the
city, he will attack Spalato, and there obvious course 19 to let them starve,
he may run nfoill of the American and the applause would be general.
navy, which Is guarding that part of It was also disclosed that Frederic C.
Dnlmatia; also he is said to aim at Howe, former commissioner of Immestablishing a militarist government at igration at the Island, hud maintained
Triest, and now has emissaries in that a strangely sympathetic attitude of
city. The allied officials In Paris, how- mind toward the reds who had been
ever, now have renewed hope that a caught lu the federal net. There may
compromise settlement of the Adriatic be more about him later on.
strike-breaker-

APPEAL TO

FAIR

Because of Tremendous Increase In
Automobile Travel Various Simple
Means Are Offered Bulletin
Boards Are Useful.

1
German prisoners of war returned to their homes from England nnd decorated with flowers. 2
Clenn L. Martin homlier, largest uirplne in the United States mnll service. 8 Men of the United States
fleet thut lius Just come home after two and one-hayears of duty, mostly In the North sen.
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tinctive wrappers.

LEARNING TO KEEP RECORDS
Boys and Girls In Club Work Taught
to Keep Accurate Tab on Their
Various Projects.
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Boys and girls In club work learn to
keep accurate accounts from day to
day of their projects. In animal feeding, for example, their records contain such items as tost of feed, cost
of hired labor, if any, value of club
member's time or labor, receipts from
sales or value ot end of feeding
Aside from the
period, and profit.
value of the work to the boy or. girl
In the project itself, there Is a training ani educational value In complete and accurate record keeping and
a benefit from actual ownership,
which will be helpful to these future
farmers when they assume lurger
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BronchfólTroubIo3
Sooth the irritation and you relieve the
distrna. Do both quickly and effectively
by using promptly a dependable remetí
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visited the United States and was
greasy impressed with advantages af
forded gjrls here. Like a regular Ad
Clubber or Rotarían, he went back to
ItKUISTEKKU A0C1USTÍ7. 19U
his home city, Interested all the other
I will offer at Public Auction af
progressive young business men and
IRVIN OGDEN, SR.
my
farm 2 2 miles East 2 north
they built a school for girls. It was
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER
elaborately equipped for teaching do- of mills, 12 N. of Roy,
on
mestic Bcienee. thinking that first of
girls
all
should be trained to be
.
Subscription' $1.50 Per Yur
Courses were announced for
Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the
"graduate
wifehood and motherhood."
poatofflce in Roy, New Mexico
The school, plenty of money to conCommence at 10, A.M.
duct it, pupils everything but teachers were found. Again they turned to
the United States and got a faculty of
young women about 21 years of age to
WOMAN SPEAKER
Horses-Mule- s

Public Sale

Spanish-America- n

TELLS OF CONDITION
SOUTH
MRS.

MIRICA

IDA CLYDE CLARKE,

TRAV-

ELER OF WIDE EXPERIENCE,
FINDS
EXCEPTIONAL
FIELD
FOR WOSK AMONG WOMEN.
Dy Mary Corner Raymond

With contagious humor and in picturesque! dpsciiptlve style, Mrs. Ida
Clyde Clarke, newspaper woman, traveler, magazine writer, author and
editor to Pictorial Review,
held a delighted audience in smiles
and wrapt attention at the evening
cession of the Southwestern field conference of the Y. W. C. A. at Dallas
while she related her experiences and
observations during a six months' trip
In South America.
Her subject was
"The Challenge of South America to
the Y. W. C. A."
True to her newspaper training and
the characteristic temperament of the
newspaper writer- - ready for any emergency, from a tire to a sudden trip to
South America- - Mrs. Clarke picked
P her hat and
handbags on short
notice and wont to South America last
January with a commission of three
other women sent by the national
board of the Y. W C. A. to study the
conditions and needs of women and
girls in the Southern continent. Many
appeals had come to the national board
to send Y. W. C. A. workers to South
America.
As It la the policy of the
association never to send workers any- wnere Tor permanent work without
first making an investigation as to the

teach wifehood and motherhood.
The
school Is now closed and the "faculty"
have Eiught more suitable vocations.
At Rio Janiero, a city of 1,000,000
population, hhe said, were 20,000 employed women and not a building
where such a woman might have lunch,
while every third door Is a coffee
house for men. "When eating in your
scientific cafeterias and in the lunchrooms provided by factories and department stores for women employes,
think of the girls of Rio Janiero, eating a sandwich and a banana where- evei uiey tail miu a spoi 10 siana or
sit.
The one thing the matter with the
woman movement In South America."
Mrs. Clarke said, "is that it has no
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Wed. Dec. 10th,

home-makers-

C

12

grey mares 4 & 8yrs, wt.2300
grey Horse 4, 110Q; bay Mare 3
lOOOlbs.
yearling Horse, suck2

ing Colt,
Saddle Pony 8yrs,
span black driving mares 4&7yrs
13001ps.
Filly, Mule 3
well broke,
Mule,

stock

Wind mills, Well casing

Kitchen Cabinet.
Dining Table
and Chairs, San. Couch, Sewing Machine
De Lave). 3 Heat
ing Stoves, Cook Stove,
Oil Stove, 3 Water Bárrela, and
other articles.

:

We have the

1920, Model"

s

Buick Co.
713 Douglass St.

E. Las Vegas,

New Mex.

Masses: 8 andllO aria.
Service at 7 30 p.m.
Rev. Fr.

LODGE DIRECTORY
A. F. & Ak. ML
ACACIA LODGE NCEL53
Meets 2na and 4thSatup- dayg of monthl

P. S. Brown,.

W. M.

Irvin Ogden, Secy.

I.IO. 0.!F.

INCORPORATED
ROY, and SPRINGER, N. M.

:

J. W. Beck, Mgr. Roy office

HOMESTEAD LODGE. 43
Meets at its own Hall
' Every
Wednesday

Evening
Visiting Brothers always welShip us your cream, We pay
come.
highest prices. Right now we
E. J, Floersheim,. N.. L
pay 75c. and the express.
Wm, G. Johnson, Sec'y,..
TRINIDAD CREAMERY CO,

Public Sale

I will offer at public auction, at my
farm, 8'i miles, N-- E. of Uoy, Vi miles
Write as for shipping tags,
of Mills, N.. M., on.
Bxbterf at 75c and express paid

Rebekah Dagree

S-- E

Tue. Dec. 9,t19
at lft o'clock A. M.,
sharp, the following property:

Sale to commence,

Trinidad Creamery Company.

If yea want

HARMONY LODGE No.. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening eaci month

a New Auto and
O. F.
ao prepared to pay. all the
Myra Oj Berers. m ffii
money. See us for Terms,
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Seciy.
I--

Hall-Mrs-

O.

.

are-

FIFTEEN, HEAR HORSES & MULES

t

Mare Mule
jrs. Yearling Mule
Colt. JFiye. mates. Gelding 9 yrs. oldj
Colti Yearlin
Col ta;, Saddle Cony

Filly; ThreJ

EQLIB: KEAJft OF CATTLE
Tw

maws to trade for
u. u. Jsioore,
with

Liberty Gacagp

t

and STOCK HO&S

LAYING HENS

L. E. Dfittblei

FOR SALE, Fine
White-Fac- e
Bull,

2ryrW
have

L

changed to Polld Dujaham stock
FARM MACHINERY
Vfcgo. and dont ned him.
Ewro. Wagon;
V. H. ANJMÜJRSON.
grain box; Heavy Spring Wagpa;,

UghJt Wago with Pole and Shaftej,
"Emeraon" Cultivator; "Emer
Harrows;; MoUuft
son" Lister;
is

2 Kod

Wheel tujjjvawr;
New Corn SjjsUer wd
Engiae, and other. axtkJes

flow;
Plow.

6asJjtn
toa natarus to mention.
TERMS OF

SAtE

12 mon'ths time without interest if
paid when due. If nett paid when due
to draw 12 per cent interest from date

For Sales- --

B-P--

Full-Woo- d

Roo9tejr,

S--

R

Dressmaking
Plain Sewing
Mrs.

I. C. DODGE,

s.eUld for.

Roy R. Day.
Col. George E. Cochrane, Auctioneer
Frank L. Shultz, Cltrk.
Lunch at Noon,
Bring your, (jwft Drinking Cup

Dumping of tin cans and rubbish
from town jon the highway adjoining
my farm I strictly forbid and will
miaizh any person caught doing it.
A. PATRICKS, Roy N. M.

your next cream shipment, 75c and express paid.
Send

J. B. LUSK
Attorney

at Law

Prompt and Careful Attention'
uiven ail Business Entrusted
to mo
ROY

-

KSW MEXICO

office.

Homestead Matters attended to,
Miss ETTA. HORNBAKER.
until paid. Purchaser giving bank,
Final hie
Filings Publications,
note or approved security; $10 and
If you have wheat for sale see
Proofs. Legal Papers drawn up under cash; Id pr cent discount n
sums over $l(k No propeity to fee re- JohnH.Moore&Co. Rey N.M.
and acknowledgements'taken.
until
moved

1. Visiting Sisters welcoia

Photos
Far farm views see-- -

(rood Milch. Carca; Two Calves.

17 BROOD SOWS

Some good

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds
Teacher of Piano

Felix V'xcam,

Priest in change.

Stubblefield Co.

C. B.

1

on hand

South-Wester- n

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy. N. M.
Church.

All Masons welcome:.

If jva

Will Build Them

is

Drive in or phone and we'll come for it,

!

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero N. M

Fearn, Pastor.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Suiperintedent.

HE has a thoroughly equipped,
minute garage with tools that enable a
Ford mechanic to efficiently and properly
make any repair from a minor adjustment to a complete overhaul.
NOW, WE are Authorized Ford Dealers a part of the great Ford Service organization which was formed chiefly to put
within each community a dealer who would
have more than it passing interest in Ford
repairs and adjustments.

much-abuse-

A. A. Wynne

MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11 00 a. m. 8PM.

up-t-t-

Roy, N. M.

Mosquero N. M.

p.m.

pendable.

TERMS OF SALE 12'Xontbs time
without interest if paid wfhsn doc; If
not paid when due to draw 12 ver
cent interest from date until'jjaiá; par
chaser giving bankable note or approved security. $10 and utnfer cash;
U3 per cent discount on sums over
$10. No property to be remenwdi artta
ettled for.
3

a car.

VIEW

J

different from ordinary garage service.
The Ford Dealer is a part of the Big Ford
Family.
He carries a large stock of genuine Ford parts for repairs and replacements and he uses only genuine parts because he knows immitation parts aren't de-

HOUSEHOLD GOODS

Kodak Finishing: I acftnow prepared to do all kindfc, mail them
to L. E. Deubler

II

Every Ford Ownar Shoud Know
Just what Ford service is, and why it

Special Terms

Five-Passeng- er

PLEASANT

First Sunday each Month at 3,

i

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

tractor

ui ck

ROY

Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

c
or,
Plow
& Tandem Discs.

Ai

Supt.

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. M
7.30, P. M.

Harass

MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY

Abernatiiy,

BAPTIST

Roller bearings,
SELF OILING

B

G. R.

O. W.

Samson
C.F.Leonhard
Windmills

When BETTER1 Cars
are built

Your presence is necessary.

I

-

.

and diplomats, women of high and low
Gas
degrees; made trips Into countries pumps and cylinders,
where she was told women travelers pipe,
Try
new
never went alone, and everywhere she i
.
...
off
iu, o.ia wa3 ueuiea wun characteristic Latin courteiy. In every country
she was struck with the Immense
wealth and culture of the higher classes, a universal eagerness for the proGeorge E. Cochrane, Auctismeer
gressive methods of North America, p.
E. G. Parks, lerk
universal desire for snrlal and welfare
work anion? women, and with It all
Lunch served by the Ladies Aid
fdie marveled
i the vast resources of
the country-fore- sts
of mahogany untouched by the ax and territory visited
by no commercial enterprise except Auto and
oils
packers.
For Sale: Two Jersey Ciw3::jji
Social work among girls and women
fresh in spring, one Jersey heif-- 1
IsTT unJevelopeil as many of the
er ene bull. Fred Flunmaiin. $
natural resources of the country, she
packer:
ta.
said, and the
Mills, .N. M.
are doing In some places for their girl
Produce more cream and ship
and women employes Y. W. C. A.
have wheat for sal see
it direct to the Trinidad Creamwork not in the name of the Y. W.
Jbkri
II..
Moore & Co. Roy,,5LML
you
pay
We
will
ery,
for
75c
C. A., to be sure, for there is no orand pay the express,
ganization there; but the heads of butter-fa- t
packing industries are trying to meet
Your check and can returned
Some of "the need-- (he Y. W. C. A. promptly.
meets with employed girls In the Unit-iStates. The Y. V. C. A., she said,
We will sell you a Ghevrolel,
H also doing as far as It can Y. W. C.
one-thir- d
cash, and the balance
A. work because there Is so much need
See us for terms.
months.
10
in
women.
of work for
Mora, New Mejiko
The efforts of the men to provide
Complete Index to
opportunities for girls such as they
Lands
Chevrolets ,
have in North America were humorand Town Property in Mora
ously Illustrated by an enterprise Fully equipped,
$850;G&
County.
undertaken in Brazil. A young PresiLibertyJGaragev
dent of; on
f the States of Brazil

the

'

Services"! 2d Sunday of eact
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each , month 'at
11.00 a. m. and 8.0U p. m.
Communion service at the morn
ing service.

10-dis-

Farm Wagons &

beds,
tanks

Y

Case Trac

20-4- 0

the principal that a newspaper
woman may go anywhere or do any- tning within the law, no matter what
fhe traditions or customs of a country
may be. Mrs. Clarke met presidents

CHRISTIAN

at the Christian Churcn.

Roy Trust and
Savings Bank

two-yr-ol-

Harness,

Oh

T

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

I
L

$400,083.12

Fat

Implements

Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sundav evening at 745 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

,

F.

P. & O. Farm

T

Pbesidknt,

LIABILITIES
Capital, Surplus and Undi
vided Profits,
$43,649.81
Deposits,
356,433,31

Overdrafts,

30 CATTLE 30

Jeannette lusk, Sec'y.

E.

B

Cash and Sight Exch.

Y

HOMER HOLMES,

$279,703.04
2,500.00
3,530.00
337.48
114,012,60
$400,083.12

U.ÜS.

T

Jeasey Cow 7yrs calf at side,
2 Jerseys 8 fresh April,
Shorthorn Cow 8 fresh, Holsteln cow
F.

practicability of the enterprise. Mrs
Clarke; because of her experience as
a traveler, was asked to be a member
of this survey commission.

Loans & Discounts,
Bonds,
Real Estate, Furn.& Fixt.

V. P. S. C.

S

A

RESOURCES

U
R
I

7yrs. 6 good red Cows, 4 to 8,
"If I were free to do so, I should
Cows fresh, 3
d
go to South America tomorrow to help 2 W-do the social and welfare work among W-Heifers,
yearling
Steer.
girls and women that all classes of
5 Heifer Calyes,
8 Steer Calves
women are asking for."
Attending the conference were repHogs, 100 Chickens.
resentative women from Texas, Okla 3
homa and New Mexico. Much interest
FARM
MACHINERY
was manifested in the conditions as
described by Mrs, CJarke and the ap- Piano 12-f- t.
5-- ft
Binder,
Mower
peal made To extend the work of the
Planter, Go
Young Women's Christian Association P&O. Lister,
In South America.
Members of the Devil, Fanning Mill, 2 Harrows
Association and other interested wofarm Wagons,
men in the Southwest will
Culti
with the National Y. W, C. A. In send- vator,
2
sets
leather
Harness,
ing Y. W. C. A. secretaries to estab
llsh permanent work in new centers 4 Collars, Stock Saddle,
double
in the Southern Continent
driving
single

Baum Bros

Condensed Statement of Condition of the
ROY Trust and Savings BANK
Roy, N. M., as called for by the State Bank Examiner at the close of business, Nov. 17th, 1919.

S

1--

Church Directory

us,

Trinidad Creamery Corrpany.

New Cafe
Mr9 Frank Seidel Proprietor

Clean Rooms for rent
We solict your patronage

New Barber Shop
II.B. BOHANON, Prop'r.
Shop in connection with the
Roy Cafe;
Prompt and efficient service
Your Patronage Solicited,
Great-Wester-

n

'

Block, ROY,

THÍ
" NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

BPAWSH-AMERICA-

LIBERTY
Geo. Luca3 and family and Mrs. T.
returned from a trip to Daw
son the first of last week. They made
the trip in their little Ford, only beThey
ing on the road four hours.
were accompanied home by Rev. Rus-se- l,
who visited at the Robt. Holmes
home over Thanksgiving.
Ocie Baum and family are visiting
the Hatfield Bros, in Colorado this
k i
week.
Ed. Smith and wife of Mills Bpent
Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs. Root
Holmes.
Several of the Liberty people attended the literary at Brand last Saturday night. All report a fine time.
The Liberty Union S. S. are to have
a pie supper next Saturday night. The
funds to be used to have a Xmas tree
and treat for éach child in the community, whether they are members of
the Sunday school or not. Everyone
is respectfully invited to attend.
Mr, and Mrs. Holmes of Roy haVe
returned home after a ten days' visit
at their son, Robt. Holmes, and fam- M, Ogde'n

M HEALTH 1M

IFrillESS

AMERICAN RED CROSS

NOTICE FOR. PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
ISOLATED TRACT
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
PUBLIC LAND SALE.
November 8, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Leandro Department of the Interior, U. S. Lant
Archuleta, of' Roy, Mora Co., New
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Mexico,

who,

on October,

25, 1916,

o make Three Year, Proof, to es- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ablish. to the land above described,
In the District Court,.
; efore F. H. Foster, U1.&, Commission- r, at Roy, Mora Gov New Mexico,
State of New Mexico
)
m Úim I5th day of January, 1920.
Claimant names as. witnesses:
County of Mora
Allen Burleson, of Roy, New MexiNov.. 21, 1911 co,
"C" of
W. W. Day
Oscar Kidd, of Ray, New Mexico, No. 2C43
Notice is hereby given that,, as direetec Webb Kidd, of Roy, New Mexico, Wal-y
v.,
by the Commissioner of the Genera1
Ross, of Solano, New Mexico.
Albert I. Day
FRANCISCO' DELGADO,
Land office, under provisions of Sec.
Defendant.
Register.
2455, R. S. pursuant to the application
The said defendant, Albert L Day ia
of William S. Arnold, of Solano, N.M.'
hereby notified that a suit in assumps
Semi No. 02t443 will offer
has
been commenced againat said deNOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION
bidder,
highest
to
sale,
the
at public
TJ

made Homestead Entry, No. 023308,
for
Sec. 34, and
2
Section 35, Township 19 N., Range
25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F. II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
at his office at Roy, Now Mexico, on
fendant in the District Court for the
but at not less than $1,25 ppr acre, at
the 18th day of December, 1919.
Department
of
County
the
of Mora.
U.
S.
Interior,.
Land
of
M.,.
15th
day.
A.
10 o'clock
a the
Claimant names as witnesses:
Uiiice at Clayton, New Mexico
State of New Mexico. )
follow
next,
this
the
1920
at
office,
Jan.
Seferino Lopez, Zacaries Ebef, Jul
November 5, 1919.
by said W. W. Day and that his prop
WJ SEj
ian Sandoval, Berigido Garcia, all of ing tract of land; SWJ-NE- i;
Notice is hereby given that Charley
been at
Roy, New Mexico.
9,.T18N,R26E., NMf M B. Ilargrave, of Kephart, Union Co., erty in the county of Mora-ha- s
PAZ VALVERDE,
(This tract is ordered intothe mar New Mexico, wSo, on August 29th, tached to secuie the- payment of
Register.
the amount owing. .
ket on a showiny that the greater por 1916, made rftmestead Entry, No.
022909, for NE'4; and
unless
That
lie
Secenter or
new
too
is
thereof
mountainous
or
tion
tion 33, Townslap 22 N.,. Range 29 E., cause to be entered hi&. appearance in
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
rough for cultivation.)
N. M. P. Meridian, ha3 filed notice of said suit on or before the 10th day of
BUY AND USE RED CROSS Department of the Interior U. S. Land
The sale will not I e kept open,, but intention to make Final Three Year Nov, A. D. 1919 decroe PRO
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
will be declared closed when those- pre- Proof, to establish claim to the land
therein wilfi be-- rendered
CHRISTMAS SEALS
November 8, 1919.
hour named have ceased above descrilied, before F. IT. Foster, against you.
the
at
sent
y- .
Notice is hereby given that Luciano
U.
Commissioner, at his office at
making the high- Roy,S. New
The Thanksgiving pie supper was a
B. Baca, of Mosquero, N. M., who, on bidding. The person
Fajjian Chavez.
ÍDexico, on the 15th day
inclement
of
the
regardless
success
April 12th, 1918, made Homestead est bid will be required to immediately of December; 1919.
Clerk
weather.
Application, No. 023191, for Lots 4, pay to the Receiver the ammnunt
Claimant names as witnesses:
Luis.
By
Pacheco
T. M. Ogden has completed a nice
CLOSING
OF
OF
NOTICE
6, 7, NW4 SEtt, Section 12, Town
A. T. Carter, F. C Moocr, E. L.
thereof.
adobe poultry house at his place.
ADMINISTRATION
Deputy,
ship 17 N., Range 28 E., N. M. P.
Any persons claiming adversely the Frazier, William Heath, a!! of Kep- of
is
the
order
threshing
Wheat
filed notice of intention above- - pescribed land are advised to nart, JNew Mexico
has
Meridian,
C.W.G.
Ward,,
the day in this community.
to make 3 Year Proof, to establish file
PAZ VALVERDE.
E. Las Vegas,, Naw Mexfox.
their claims, or objections, on or
Liberty Sunday school is progressALL MEN BY THESE claim to the land above described, be
Register.
KNOW
(or
being
sale.
designated
Attorney f oa- Plaintiff .
time
interest
Much
nicely.
the
before
ing
-.
Mili.S.
Jack
fore
Monday
P.
U.
at
Com'r.,
5th
on
the
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
but we would like for every PRESENTS: that D. 1920 this being Salano, N. M., on the 17th day of
day of January A.
12 27
one to attend and we elect new off9
K0T1CE FOR PUBLICATION
the regular term of the Probate Court uecember, my.
icers at the close of this year, and wo
names
as
Claimant
witnesses:
State
of
Mora,
County
in, and for the
ISOLATED TRACT
would like for every family to turn out
Santiago Martinez of Mosquero,
Mexico; the administrators
PUBLIC
to Sunday school and assist with this of New
LAND SALE
Mosof J. H. Swope, deceased N. Méx., Alfredo Gallegos, of
Undea-neManagement
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
geod work. In the recent survey of of the Estate
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
application
close quero, N. Méx., Cruz A. Baca, of Mos- to
filed
there
have
Interchurch work we have one hun
Charles, Chapman, Proprietor
Office it Clayton New Mexico
administration,-- on the date above quero, N. Méx., Sebastian Salaz, of Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
dred and fifty individuals in the Lib- the
Mosquero, N. Mex
given.
Mexico,
Office
Clayton,
New
at
C" of
Nov. 3,1919.
erty district, our Sunday school does
PAZ VALVERDE,
Any person or persons having any
November 25, 1919.
not have an enrollment of so many objection to the closing of the
Register.
is
ad
Notice
hereby
given
said
that, as directNotice is hereby given that Pedro
All are cordially invited to attend.
will appear on the date
Free Baths,
Maestas, of Mosquero, Union Co., New ed by the Commissioner of the General Steam. Heated,
Remember the Pie Supper Saturday ministration;
above mentioned and in open .Court
Mexico, who, on December 7th, 1915, Land office, under provisions of Sec.
Cold
in Rooms
Water
Hod
and
evening, Dec. 6th.
To Q'ea B'.yfrg.
show reasons why the said administra
made Homestead Entry, No. 0234T2, 2455 R. S., pursuant to tne application!
homelike
quiet,
&
Hotel
Tie
Cilcknes.sos
of
several
cotton
bonds
and
closed
the
tion must not be
SEM Section 31, Township 18 N of George H. Ray,
of Roy, N M.
FARM, 8 miles from Roy men discharged from any further re orer the mouth if a biulng bottle If for
block
from
one
the
has
Meridian,
N.
M.
P.
E..
29
Ranee
good community, every foot tillable, 2 sponsibility.
you would have the bluing flow smooth filed notice of intention to make Final Serial No. 026847. we will offer at
Depot, in thej
ffood wells, buildings and 5 miles of
public sale, to the highest bidder, but
ly and without dark particles.
FABIAN UHAVKZ.,
Three Year, Proof, to establish elaim
good fence; 115 acres under cultivation
at
not
Court.
less
than
$1.75
10
per acre, at
Clerk of the Probate
Main Business District
to the land above described, before F.
School, Rural Telephone, R. F. D. The LUIS PACHECO. Deputy.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
H. Foster? U. S. Commissioner, at Ma o'clock A. M. on the 7th day of Jam
no
grass,
good
land,
finest of wheat
Tourists and Land-Seeke- rs
office at Roy, New Mexico, on the 7th ary, 1919 next at this office, the foloil lease on it. ..For sale at a bargain
Department of the Interior U. S. Land day of January, 1920.
lowing tract of land; SEi-SE- J
Sec 35; Will find this the right place.
price. . Apply to
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Claimant names as wihiesses:
T. 20 N.
R. 25 E. NMPM.
JOHN F. ARNETT,
November 8, 1919.
Hipilito Montoya, Andres Pacheco,
Roy, New Mexico Department of the Interior U. S. Land
The sale will not be kept open, but1
Notice is hereby given that David Juan Luis Baca, Sylverio Mastas, all
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
will be declared closed when those
Ballard, of Albert, Union Co., New of Mosquero, New Mexico.
November 21, 1919.
present at the hour named have ceased
I have purchased a Husking, Shred
Mexico, who, on December 17th, 1917,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Notice is hereby given that Piedad made Homestead Entry, No. 023435,
dine and Shelling machine and will
Register, bidding. The person making the hg-ebe ready to do custom work about Medina, of Wagon Mound, N. M., who, for SW; Sec. 2, and NW; Section
bid will be required to immediately
aay oi August, isio, maoe n, Township 20 N., Range 29 E., N
December 15th. See me if you have on
to the Receiver the amount there
pay
No.
Entry,
Additional Homestead
C. W. NEWMAN,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
corn to handle.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
of.
Solano, N. M. 027614, for SEM NWU, SW4 NE4 intention to make Final Three Year
Any persons claiming adversely the
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
NEU SWVÍ and lot 3, Sec. 30, Twp 21 Proof, to establish claim to the land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
MAGAZINE
Springer, will be in
above described land are advised to
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Lowest Club Rates on Magazines and N., Rng. 24E., of N. M. Principal Me above described, before F. H. Foster,
file their claims, or objections, on or
November 25, 1919.
Newspapers. Make a Xmas present ridian, has filed notice of intention U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Notice is hereby given that Mariano before the time designated for sale.
of a good Magazine for a year and to make Three Year Proof, to es Roy, New Mexico, on the 18th day of
tablish claim to the land above de December, 1919.
A. Chavez Jr., of Albert, union oo.,
Call early and let us examine
do your shopping early.
PAZ VALVERDE
scribed, before U. S. Commissioner,
New Mexico, who, on December i,
R. S. WOOD,
Claimant names as witnesses:
your teeth. NO, CHARGE
12-Roy, N. M at Wagon Mound, Mora Co., N. M.,
Register
John Gallagher, of Bueyros, New 1916. made Homestead Lntry, No,
FOR CONSULTATION,
SWV, Sec. 20, W
on the 8th day of January, 1920.
Mexico, Canuto Gonzales, of Bueyros, 023444, for W
Claimant name3 as witnesses:
Office at Kitchell Hotel
New Mexico, David M. Valdez, of NWi. Section 29. Township 21 IS
Having moved to Roy and being
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Guadalupe Esquibel, of Wagon Albert. New Mexico. J. C. Hoskins. of Ranee 29 E.. N. M. P. Meridian, has
more centrally located so that exa
filed notice of intention to mane mai
i
penses are not so great as when on the Mound, N. M., Elíseo G. Esquibel, pov jJew Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Three Year Proof, to establish claim Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
PAZ VALVERDE,
farm, I have decided to cut my com- of Wagon Mound, N. M., Laureano
Office at Santa Fe, N. M. .
missions on crying sales to meet all Bernal, of Wagon Mound, N. M.,
Register. to the land above described, before
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
October 31, 1919.
Leandro Valdez, of Wagon Mound, N
F, H. Foster, U. S.. Commissioner,
competition.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Notice is hereby given that Samuel
his office at Roy, New Mexico, on
For the present I will cry sales at M.
at
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
November Bj 1919.
R.
Strong,
Roy,
of
1920.
N.
who,
Méx.,
January
on
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
of
day
U per cent within reasonable minimun
Seventh
ihe
Notice
is hereby given that Ora,
October
30,
1916,
made
Register.
Additional
past
is
in
My
witnesses:
success
the
charges.
Claimant names a
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Cq
the only recommendation I offer for
Jose F. Belorde, of Albert, New Homestead Entry, No. 028084, for J. Bradley, of Mosquero, Union
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
New Mexico, who, on November 4th,
New
SEV
E
NEtf,
Roy,
Found. A ladies pocketbook, with
NW'i
of
Gonzales,
SE',
SE',
satisfaction in the future. See me
Geo.
Mexico,
November 8, 1919.
Entry, No.
Section 11, Township 18 N., Range 1916, made Homestead
at the money and papers. Owner prove own
for dates or make Odd-datNotice is hereby given that Simona Mexico, E. A. Chavez, of Albert, New
Sec.
24 Easi, N.' M. P, Meridian, has filed 022354, for
pay
Adv.
ership
for
S-and
Office.
Mosquero, N. Méx., who, Mexico, P. M. Valdez, of Kephart, New
of
Martinez,
MRS. KATY MONTOYA,
not!
intention to make Three 32, T. 20 N, R. 28 E. NEV4; Section
Col. F. C. White,
tf
on Sept. 6, 1916, made Homestead Mexico.
Roy, New Mexico.
Roy, N. M.
yea' tVoof, to establish claim to tha 5, Township 19 N., Range 28 E., N.
PAZ V ALVERDE,
Application, Noo. 023011, for
land .'bove described, before F. H. M. P, Meridian, has filed notice of
Register.
1, Township 17 N., Range 25
3 Section
Foster, United States Commissioner, intention to make Final Three Year,
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Roy, N. Méx., on the 17th day of Proof, to establish claim to the land
at
3
PUBLICATION.
Year Proof,
of intention to make
NOTICE FOR
above described, before F. II. Foster,
December,
1919.
to establish claim to the land above
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
as
Claimant
names
witnesses:
described before, Jack P. Mill' ., U. S. Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Roy, New Mexico, on the 16th day
Webb
N.
Ray,
Kidd,
Geo.
Oscar
JNew
Mexico,
Com'r., at Solano, N. M.ex.V on th
Offiea at Clayton,
of December, 1919,
I.
all
Kidd,
Roy,
of
A.
Burleson,
New
jjy
17th day of December, 191 9,
November 25, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mexico.
John
given
hereby
names
that
as
Claimant
Notice
is
witnesses:
Experienced
Farm Sales a specialty,
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table was a hand sewing machine and
from
post swung a
hammock. She had to stoop very low
to enter the hut itself, and once within
d
had to wait a long time for her
eyes to accustom themselves to
the kindly gloom. The man grew impatient and struck a match. By its
light Andrea saw a vision of comfort
The room was circular nnd unceiled,
so that one could look up and up Into
the very depths of Its tapering peak.
From that height dangled a wire and
on its end hung a lantern. The man
lit it and showed her how It could be
carried to any desired point on the
circumference of the room and hooked
here.
On one side stood a cot already
made up ; beside it a small camp chair.
On the other side was a long hammock
chair, and close to it stood a carved
tabouret piled high with books. Over
a small table hung a foolish little
mirror. The walls were wainscoted
with a woven mat of golden reeds
The plnce smelled clean, was clean.
Andrea had come into the room obsessed by a single idea, and that was
to determine the why and wherefore
of the covered passage leading to the
next hut. She failed to discover its
entrance until her companion drew her
attention to a door, wainscoted like
the walls but crossed by a sturdy bar
pivoted at one end, the other sinking
Into a deep socket.
"It occurred to me," said the man,
"that perhaps you would be afraid at
night unless you were sure of help.
Listen," He raised the bar, and as
he did so the hidden door flew open
nnd a gong sounded in the next hut.
"The bar cannot be lifted from my
side of course," he added.
Then he led her out through the
veranda into her private garden and
pointed to a quite new and tiny hut.
"Your bath and washroom," he said.
"You must have no water in the hut
you live In, not only because its floor
Is of mud but principally on account
of the mosquitoes."
"Live?" said Andrea.
"My dear
White Man, you are mad. I'm not
going to live here, no matter how horribly I'm tempted by all this thought-fulnes- s
of yours nnd care."
He looked qnestlonlngly at her face.
"Will you dine with me," he ventured,
"at half past five? It's the best hour
on account of daylight and only two
meals a day. Will you? After that
we'll talk it out."
Andrea nodded and dismissed him
with, "Till half after five, then."
Things had moved so fast through
the day that she had had no time to
mark more than their general course.
Now she settled down to a deliberate
survey.
She went back in her mind
to Aunty Gwen, to her brothers and
to the public at large as represented
by the colony dance.
She Imagined
their consternation at her disappearance, visualized the efforts that even
at this moment were being mode to
trace her and the full force of their
Inevitable futility.
The searchers would have nothing
to go on. There was only one chance
as far as she knew and that was a
slim one. In the general excitement
the native whom the white man had
left behind might chatter his way Into
sufficient prominence to get himself
called as a witness. But she set
small hope on such a solution, for the
last few hours had taught her that
the author of all her troubles was
more than White Man to those under
'
him he was master.
Then her thoughts turned to the
rann she was to have married. Of
course, and whatever happened from
now on, that deal was off.
She
puckered her brow, puzzled that such
a conclusion brought no great shock
with it. Last of all, she thought of
herself. What was the meaning of
this day to Andrea Pellor, to thnt girl
whom she had curiously watched,
studied nnd dreamed over during very
nearly a quarter of a century? Unconsciously
she faced the problem
from the standpoint into which she
had been bred alone measured it by
the cold rule of convention and society usage.
"I'm done for," said Andrea to her
self. "Yesterday I was a pearl of
great price in the marriage market
and now everything In the way of cash
that offers will come from the music
halls! Your last day, Pellor," she
added aloud, giving a deep significance
to the use of the old family name
alone. Hér Hps curled and her eyes
hardened rebelliously ns she added a
final murmur, "But it's been a hum
mer!"
"Scoff ready, Missis."
She Jumped erect with a etartled
corner-to-corn-
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Andrea Pellor, handsome daughter of Lord Pellor, Impecunious aristocrat,
middle-age- d
diamond mine owner.
She disconsolately wanders from her hotel In South Africa nnd discovers an
fly
to
aviator about
from the beach. Impulsively, of course Imagining that the
trip will be merely a pleasant excursion, and a welcome relief from thoughts
of her loveless marriage, she begs to be taken for a flight, although she dies
tint know him. He somewhat unwillingly agrees, and they start. When she
realizes her unknown aviator Is not going back Andrea In desperation tries to
choke him with one of her stockings. He thwarts her and they sail on Into
the .very heart of Africa.
Continued.
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The engine missed fire once, twice.
would scarcely have noticed
Hie fact had It not been for lis extraordinary effect oo. the man. All his
IMise dropped from him.
lie became
galvanized into nervous life and did
wveral things rapidly with twitching
fingers. The engitw. missed again, and
lie half rose In f,is seat, craned his
neck, turned hi face to one side and
looked down.
.n the glimpse she
might she saw that the lines around
his mouth had suddenly deepened Incredibly. Ills eyes seemed to fir with
a córtalo relief on a spot, a clearing,
Andrea

V1

'Vjp

:

But what puzzled her were the Af
ricans themselves.
A flying machine
had dropped In their midst nnd dis
charged two fair if not exceptional
specimens of a white and dominant
race, yet the blacks continued their
vnrlous occupations nnd dlsoccupa
tlons apparently unperturbed. What
ever their occupation they made no
sudden move of variation ; even their
tongues kept still.
In the shade of one of the vast
acacias there, was a veritable con
course of men. They sat for the most
part on their heels smoking white,
Two only
cheroots.
could be said to be working.
They
were very old and sat with their backs
against the trunk of the tree, their
legs stretched straight out before
them and at their sides neat bundles
of stripped palm leaves. They were
weaving baskets. The men at least
were not tongue-tieThey seemed to
be going through some oral ceremony.
First one and then another would
take the cheroot from his Hps and
make a single remark; then the rest
would all grunt in unison and with
a
expelling of all the
breath in their bodies that gave al
most the effect of an explosion.
It annoyed Andrea that her companion seemed to share" the stoic calm
of the natives in what to her mind
ought to have been an occasion of
much excitement and chatter. It never
occurred to her that he was unmoved
because he could understand what the
men were saying nnd was merely
slow-burnin- g

bored.
At the moment the wheels of the
flying machine had struck the ground
the apparently interminable and, to
Andrea, meaningless chant had bpen
started by the native chief, a wizened
figure distinguished in dress from his
companions-onlby the ebony-blacring of polished wax that he wore like
a halo of darkness on his
d
and grizzled head.
The white man threw up his head
and clapped his hands once. The
chief grunted; silence fell. He spat
to one side and spoke deliberately.
k

close-croppe-

He Settled Back Tensely and Made

For

It

far ahead.

Be settled back tensely
and made for It. The engine back
fired with the rippling report of a gat
ling gun, coughed and stopped. The
man gripped the steering gear tightly
nnd tipped the machine's nose down
for a long, reaching volplane. On the
tacks of his hands Andrea saw little
gleaming bulbs of sweat Swerving
to escape the crest of a tree, he made
reasonably successful landing, In
spite of his agitation. The airplane
took the ground in the wide beaten,
circle of a native craal, shot across It
and then came to a violent stop with
wings buried in the
walls of two separate huts.
The shock cast Andrea forward ; Instinctively she threw her nrms around
(he man's neck. She felt the quivering of his whole body as though It
ere shaking with an ague. To her
astonishment he became for an Instant almost pitiable. But only for
an Instant; then he nerved himself,
climbed out of the machine and helped
her down. She gave a long sigh of
relief and looked up at him with a
half smile on her face. lie had taken
oft his goggles. His eyes wre gray
They stared at without
Htid large.
weeing her and In them was a visible
trouble as of some deep and hidden
d

struggle.

Andrea gazed at him, her Hps parted
wonder. At last he felt her eyes
upon him and a deep flush mounted
from his neck and swept upward,
lighting the tan of his face with a
In

iihdued glow.
"If that happened to me," thought
Andrea, "I'd be as red as a field of
(topples."
"I I beg your pardon," stammered
the man and started walking up and
Andrea
down with quick strides.
knew instinctively that he was wanning up muscles that had been suddenly frozen, steadying shaking knees
and shaky heart.
She turned her eyes from him and
gazed around to get her first gllmpso
f the real Africa. From the very
Mart it left her puzzled. She stood
at the far side of a great circular

court, beaten hard and swept clean
as a floor. Within Its bounds were
two aencia trees, thickly fronded,
Around the court,
thirty
huts stood like sentinels. Behind the lints other but far
smaller structures swarmed chicken
Imii.-irstrongly wlthed, granaries on
fo"i- stilts, plfni entes, n stockaded
c.' ic mm! and a smaller goat fold,
litgh-peuko- d

-
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plained angrily. "Tell your master I
wish to gpeak with him at ouce.
Walt a minute. You call him M'sungo.
What does that mean?"

"White man," said Bathtub, and departed to call his master.
The white man gave a last order
and then obeyed Andrea's summons.
As he stepped into the shade of the
acacia he took off his hat and mopped
his wet brow. "Too bad we can't keep
widened, they narrowed, nnd, each of cool, like the morning," he said.
the three times the white man said
"I didn't send for you to talk about
"Klboco" with a peculiar emphasis, the weather," said Andrea. "You have
they seemed to wince.
been raining orders; now let me give
Andrea interrupted, "What does just one. You are to get that machine
'Klboco' mean, please?"
in shape and take me back now
"It means a whip of raw rhino today."
hide," said the man. "An Implement
The man's eyes met her gaze steadthat draws blood with a whisper."
ily but gradually his body began to
Andrea went white ; her eyes blazed. tremble. He put one hand out to the
"So you whip your servants?" she spare chair as though to steady him
said with curled Hps.
self. "I want you to believe me," he
"I have whipped a boy once," an- said in a low voice, "when I tell you
swered the man coolly. "They have that what you ask is Impossible."
never forgotten." He turned to her.
He turned as though to leave her.
"Tills, boy, Bathtub, Is yours. If he "Walt," cried Andrea.
There was
ever falls you I shall thrash him with- something in the way he spoke that
in nn Inch of his nine lives." He dis- even went beyond persuasion and
missed the boy with a nod.
robbed her of her mainstay her anBathtub stepped before his mis- ger against him. "But" she stamtress, wiluted, grinned the broadest, mered and stopped. "Oh, what is to
most friendly grin Andrea had ever become of me?"
seen, and without waiting for the
"If I could take you back I would
smiling answer of her eyes was off now," said the man dully. "When you
like an arrow.
asked to come with me I knew of
So taken up was Andrea with watch- course thnt you were unaware of the
ing the white man as he issued a rapid fact that I was not returning. An imfire of orders to his remaining lieu- pulse drove me to grant your request
tenants that when Bathtub" returned, on the grounds that it is really of very
saluted, and led her beneath the les- little consequence what happens to
ser of the acacia trees she could not any given individual. Impulses pass
believe her eyes, for they showed her but decisions are often irretrievable;
a canvas wash basin on stilts, a clean this was one of them."
towel laid over the back of a chair, an"Why?" asked Andrea earnestly,
other chair before a camp table laid and then repeated more urgently,
with a clean cloth and burdened with "Why is it?"
two sizzling fried eggs, hot toast, marThe man's eyes wandered toward
malade, a pot of tea and an absurd the airplane but he did not answer
squat bottle with the stems of wild her insistent question. "No real harm
flowers rammed down its throat.
will come to you," he said Instead,
She took off her cloak and Bathtub "but even so I am sorry. Logic is a
promptly hung it to air over a low treacherous thing," he added absently,
branch of the tree; then, while she "when applied to humanity.
I told
bathed her face and hands, he stood you that I didn't deal in personalities.
by with the towel, and when she was I lied. There is something about the
through with that he drew her chair warmth of an Individual person that
for her and poured her tea. Children melts cold reason."
began crowding around.
He drove
He left her abruptly and disap
them back, and, dragging his toe, peared within a near-bhut. She
marked a wide circle on the ground watched him go with a feeling of par
with the table as center.
tial desertion that gradually was ab
Up to that mark and no farther sorbed by a sensation thnt was new
came the children and squatted in a to her a consciousness that when this
staring but silent ring. Andrea sat extraordinary man spoke he left his
down nnd gazed over their heads at words behind him, not as transients
the kraal in general and at the white but as permanent guests of the mind.
man in particular, for from him ra- There was something stark about his
diated an activity incredible in com- frankness as though it had been
parison with the languor that had pre. caught in some whirlwind of life and
ceded it. Her- eyes fell to the table been stripped of conventional clothes
and she realized two things: she was in the way of meaningless phrases,
unusually,
marvelously
hungry and but for all its nakedness it inspired
the table was set for one.
not fear but a rebellious trust.
"Doesn't your master eat?" sha
CHAPTER III.
asked of Bathtub.
"My master makes ready cola for
missis.".
Andrea swallowed a lump in her
"What is 'cala?' '
throat "I won't I will not cry," she
Bathtub frowned in an, effort to said aloud. "I shall never cry again.
catch up with a word that was on tho I'm really having a g good time. I've
verge of escaping from his meager always been bored and I'm certainly
not bored now, and only a fool would
cry over that." She settled down to
her breakfast in earnest, forgot that
he detested eggs fried, ate every scrap
of the toast, most of the marmalade,
and drank three cups of ten. Then
she sat back and let her eyes amuse
her.
The craal's activity had centered
nbout the newest nnd smartest of the
huts. Around it many men were working, some digging trenches, others cutting nn extra door In its side. Pres
ently still others began to arrive in a
seemingly endless procession, bearing
posts, stripped of their bark and cut
to uniform length, and great bundles
of withes and thatch-grnsShe watched them work with a wonder at what they were doing that
grew vaguer and vaguer until she
drowsed and finally dropped sound
asleep in her chair. She awoke two
hours later to find the white man
standing before her, clean shaven, cry.
clear eyed, smelling of soap and look
"Plenty hungry, eh?" said Bathtub
ing almost dapper in khaki helmet,
with his usual grin of pride at his
shirt, breeches and puttees.
powers of deduction.
"Well, Mr. White Man?" said An
drea.
He smiled a slow smile of relief ns
Andrea wants to go back.
though he had been dreading her first
she go?
Does
words.
"Will you come now?" he
rap-Idl-

deep-cheste- d
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in conveying

ders.
"Buthtub!" repented the white man.
A youngster quickly
nluted and
stepped out of the line, grinning from
ear to ear at being distinguished even
for a moment above his fellows.
With a jerk of his head toward Andrea the white man began to talk
Bathtub's eyes rolled from his
face to Andrea's nnd back again. They

MAN IS SOME PERSONAGE.

Is doomed to marry an Illiterate but wealthy
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"Let us arise to greet the master."
They came forward and stood in a
long file. The chief took one step in
advance, raised his right hand and
fastened his gaze on the white man's
face. Ills own seemed to be working
In a sudden excitement.
he roared, and there followed, so
quickly that it seemed but another syllable of the salutation, a mighty grunt
from the depths of thirty chests,
"Bai-ye-te-

'

y

"Huh !"
In a moment the whole scene underwent a startling transformation. The
file broke and became garrulous. Children stopped their play and ran to
Join In the rabble. The men dropped
their work and crowded Into a compact group from which came suddenly
a cry thnt startled Andrea and Jerked
her around to lace it as though she
had been yanked by a string.
The cry was shrill, high, continuous,
It was produced by rounding the
open month nnd working the tongue
laterally in n vibration as rapid as
thot of a serpent's. It was ghastly to
watch, Incredible In the rapidity of the
ululutlon, but once heard, unforget- uble.
It lasted much longer than
Andrea could have held her breath, let
alone used It, aud ceased as suddenly
as it had begun.
"All very interesting," said Andrea
turning to her companion, "but why
didn't they do it before?"
He looked at her absently. "There
Is a ceremonial," he said, "a dignity,
about the African that is absurd till
you've known it for years."
"For years?" repeated Andrea. "Iis this your home?"
He shook his head. "No, Africa
this sort of thing Is never home to
a white man. It's a plnce where he
goes to forget his sins.
I've been
using It whenever life has given me
a chnnce as a sun bath for the soul."
Andrea stared at him, a puzzled
frown on her brow.
She wondered
why his bluntness did not offend her,
wondered If it would ever fall to her
lot to hear him say a senseless thing
or laugh aloud. While she still wonI
I
dered he turned from her and began "If Could Take You Back Would
Now."
calling out meaningless words: "Shil
ling! Five! Tin hatl Bathtub vocabulary. "House !" he suddenly exOvercoat I"
ploded and grinned with satisfaction.
At each name, for names they were,
Andrea lowered the fork that was
a native stepped forward. Thej were half way to her mouth. "Makes ready
youngsters, fourteen a house for me?" Her eyes narall bright-face- d
or fifteen years of age, and their garb, rowed. "I will not need a house. Tell
made up of a clean cloth bound tightly him."
around slim hips and falling to the
Bathtub's grin broadened.
"Sorry,
knees, and a red fez with tassel in Missis," ha said, "law like that; evtact, marked them as houseboys
ery Missis one hut, every hut one tax."
trusted pickaninnies who alone had
Andrea stared at him
the right to enter the white man's and then blushed furiously. "I mean
j quarters and were collectively his rec
that I will not stay here," she ex

t-

1

d

.
asked.
She arose, started to follow him and
stopped with a gasp. "Why !" she exclaimed, her eyes fastened on the hut
that had been the scene of labor. It
was transformed.
Before it now
stood a veranda, with a thatched roof.
Inclosing the veranda, the hut and a
tiny garden at its back was a mighty
stockade,' each post of which was
sharpened to a needle point. From
the extra door ran a covered way as

strongly built as the stockade and
which connected the hut with its
neighbor that into which the white
man had disappeared.
"Will you come?" repeated the man,
Andrea followed him, only to stop
again when sbft reached the veranda.
It was carpeted with a long gv&ss
mat of vivid colors and on the mat
stood choirs and a table,
Oo the

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Birth of Shorthand.
Modern shorthand had Its birth In
the publication of Dr. Timothy Bright'
"characterle" in 1857, the first Eng.
Ilsh work on shorthand. Various sys

tems of shorthand were published
from thnt time on, all based on the
a b c method, and some of them became quite popular, but with the pub
lication of Isaac Pitman's "phonogra
phy," based on sound, all the rfell Into disuse. Pitman bad am.
of predecessors whose eystems, Mm
his own, were strictly phonetic. These
systems never gained any footing,
while his immediately became popular,
and has since bfn used by a large
majority of shorthand writers of

I became

au
weak ana
nervous. I was pale
as death; my people
became very much
alarmed thought I
was going into a decline. My mother took
me to our druggist and
asked him if be could
n,

sun-fille-

By

"Vhcn I wag a

girl just coming into womanhood

If

"C
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recommend some med-

icine that he thought
would he good for my
case. He told her to
try Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription and
she did. I had only taken it a short time
when I began to improve and it was not
long when I was well in the best of health.
I have since taken 'Favorite Prescription'
during expectancy and found it a wonderful
help, keeping me well and strong the entire
time." MRS. BELLE GAMMON, 2919
Koosevelt Ave.

WOMAN'S OUT- IC AL TIME
Omaha; Nebr.: "I have used Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription for many
years at certain critical times when such
tonio was necessary and it never failed to
strengthen and budd me up. When I was
raising my family I took it and always the
results were most satisfactory; then during
middle life it helped me to come through in
a strong and healthy condition. I am very
enthusiastio concerning Dr. Pierce's remedies and have recommended them not only
to members of my own family but to many
others besides and have never heard one
complaint. Dr. Pierce's book, the Common
Sense Medical Adviser, has been in my
home for 35 years and I know it has saved
me many a doctor bill, as well as many of
my friends whom I have advised through
it." MRS. THOS. GRAY, 4316 Erskine

at.

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription if a
remedy that any ailing woman can safely
take because it is prepared from roots, doea
not contain alcohol or narcotic. Ite ingre-

dients printed on wrapper.
Send 10c. for trial package of Favorita
Prescription tablets to Dr. Pierce's Invalids
Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.

Lyon
Suffer from
Aoiri-Gioni-

nc'

Millions of people suffer year after year
from ailments affecting practically every
part of the body, never dreaming that their
h.
III health
can be tractd directly to
Here te the reuson: poor digestion
meane poor nourishment
of the different'
organs and tissues of the body. The blood Is
Impoverlshod becomes weak, thin, sluggish.
Ailments of many kinds spring from such
lumBiliousness, rheumatism,
conditions.
bago, sciatica, general weakness, loss of
power and energy,
Insomnia,
headache.
nervousness, mental depression even more
serious aliments such as catarrh and oanoer
of the stomach. Intestinal ulcers, cirrhosis
11 of these
can
of the liver, heart trouble
often be traced directly to
Keep a sharp lookout for the first symph
Indigestion, hearttoms of
burn, belching, food repeating, that awful
painful bloet after eating, and sour, gassy
stomach. BATONIC, the wonderful modern
Is guaranteed to
remedy for
bring quick relief from these stomach miseries. Thousands say they never dreamed
that anything could bring such speedy relief
and make them feel so much better In
every war. Try BATONIC and you. too,
will be Just as enthusiastio In Its praise.
Make your life worth living no aches or
pains no blues or melanoholy no mora of
that tired, Uetless feeling. Be well and
strong. Get back your physical and mental
punch; your vim, vigor and vitality. Toa
will always bo weak and ailing as long as
you have
So get rid of It now.
Take BATONIC Tablets they taste food
you eat them like a bit of candy. Tour
druggist has EATONIC 60 cents for a big
box. Get a box from him today and If you
ere not satisfied he will refund your money,

fpATONIC
frOR

YOUR

Frugality is au estate alone.
BOSCHEE'S

SYRUP.

A cold Is probably the most common of all disorders and when neglected is apt to be most dangerous. Statistics show that more than three
times as many people died from influenza last year, as were killed in

the greatest war the world has ever
e
known. For the last
years
Boschee's Syrup has been used for
coughs, bronchitis, colds, throat Irritation and especially lung troubles.
It gives the patient a good night's
rest, free from coughing, with easy
expectoration in the morning. Made
in America and used In the homes of
thousands of families all over the
fifty-thre-

civilized world,.Sold everywhere.

Adv.

Tears are sometimes a blessing.
To Insure gllstenlng-whlt- e
table
linens, use Red Cross Bag Blue in youi

laundry. It never disappoints. At all
good grocers, 5c.

A calm Is welcome

after

storm.

"CAN I BE

CURED?" SAYS
THE SUFFERER
How often have yon heard that sad
cry from the victims of disease. Perhaps the disorder has cone too far for
help, but of tener it is just in its first
stages and the pains and aches are only
nature's first cries for help. Do not
despair. Find out the cause and give
nature all the help yon can and sha
will repay you with health. Look after
the kidneys. The kidneys are the most
overworked organs of the human body,
and when they fail in their work of
filtering and throwing off the poison
that constantly accumulates in the system, everything goes wrong. GOLD
MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules will
give almost immediate relief from kidney and bladder troubles and their kindred ailments. They will free your
body from pain in short order. But be
sure to get GOLD MEDAL. Look for
the name on every box. In three sizes,
sealed packages. Money refundid it
they do not help you. Adr.
Be not vexed

at

trifles.

f.'lLt and MorntnJ
fían Strong, Health

FOR

LmA.

x.

J
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Eyt. If they Tire, Itch
Smart or Burn, if Sore
Irritated, Inflamed a

Granulated, use Murtal
often. Soothes, Bofraabes). Safe foi
Infant oí Adult, At all Drupsrfsts. Writefoi
Free Eye Lack. Ksi Ejt batir
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body was busy. Tom took a chair,
too, and then started In to tell Mm
all about It.
Ethel Westcott was a stenographer
at Billings & Kent's and Tom had
fallen In love with her the very first
day he had gone there.
She lived
alone with her mother, her father having died some yeurs ago, and Tom and
she hoped to be married very soon,
just as soon as he had saved something to start on. Then suddenly Tom
Br GRAHAM LINGFIELD
sprang up, exclaiming:
"Gee, uncle, I forgot to buy the
(Copyright, 1919, MeCIura Newspaper Byn- - cigars I" and seizing his hat from the
fllcaU.)
hatstand, fled, leaving Mr. Mlggs all
cars were by himself In the parlor. For the moHE
crowded and the little ment Uncle Jos didn't know whether
man 'standing on 'the to jump up' and follow Tom or to Bit
j
sidewalk . hitched the where he was.
But Torn was gone, and there wns
collar of his coat a bit
higher and allowed the nothing for him to do but to sit still.
women and children, What an awkward predicament to he
with anus laden with In I To be left In a strange house
parcels, to clamber where hobodyknew wio he was. Supaboard ahead of Wrn. posing, somebody w.ere to come In
It was Christmas eve, how was he to explain himself? (le
aud the holiday spirit wns Just wondering what on earih he
wns all about him. Not should say, when sure enough footthat Joslab Mlggs had been Christmas steps sounded down' the passage. They
shopping. .Oh, rno. s Ho wasJust on approached the room.
j :
his way from .business.
Uncle Jos cowered in. his chalr.
He took another wistful peep at the What a stupid Tom was to leave him
girl on" the-- hoarding opposite and- - re- like that! Suppose they took him for
signed himself to seeing another load- a burglar or something.
Uncle Jos
The dared not look up. The footsteps were
ed car go ty without stopping.
fact of the matter was that Jos Mlggs almost at the door. They ceased. Mr.
was about the loneliest IJttle old man Mlggs dared scarcely breathe.
He
In little old Manhattan, aud silly as sat as If petrified.
?
What would
It may sound, he had adopted a girl
j
.
.
..
.
on a hoarding an advertising gin
A scream, perhaps, a yell of fright!
as his friend. Every day as he went to No, nothing happened. Perhaps It was
and from the real estate office where only Tom standing there, after all. At
he worked he always glanced up at
the, hoarding as he passed, and the
girl always seemed to smile bark at
him in a cheery, encouraging manner.
Tonight be did not feel that he could
think too much about the girl on the
hoarding because, when one has only
a very lonely Christmas to look for
ward to, thinking about Impossibilities
So Jos
only makes matters worse.
humped his shoulders to the cold wind
that was blowing and waited for an-

Uncle

1J

-

J-

I I

Jlr.

Josiah's
Christmas

w'V.L
it i

3

was.

-

It

..

took only two hours for two

Armenian
PHILADELPHIA.
arrived here aboard the steamship Haverford, as charges
of the International Rotary club . organization, to decide that the United
"
V
States was the grandest country In' the
world, and that they wanted to stay
i)
&gg STAY HEM
here all their lives.
It was the reception given the
two little globe trotters that led to
their quick decision. Automobiles In
which to-- ride through the city, business men their attendants, newspaper
black-eye-

d

street

was one of the
iiuu uteiu ui
battle with the tuna, yellowtall and other

W. C. Boschen, a New York
ANGELES.
Iíá OS"regulars
wno count wai angling Beit nun umi

financier,

uiaiuoes uui

Avalon, Santa Catalina Island, In
mighty fish of the Catalina channel
the fame of which Is a household word
wherever the gentle art Is practiced.
In the end this enthusiast came to esteem the swordfish as the game most
worthy of his skill, and the title, "King
of Swordflshcnnen" was given him by
common consent. A year ago "King"
Boschen died and Avalon saw him no
more.
Came the November day recently
when the uncrowned king would have
i. .
LI. .........
. .
iieKUU
milium kattla with thrt
companion, started his
swordflsh. Capt. George C. Farnsworth, his old fishing
motorboat from the Avalon pier tnat morning ai me rBu.or
circuit that he and Boschen were wont
He was alone. He mado the
to trowel
' Then 12 miles out from Avalon, he opened the lunch box and set out
-- ota tnr twn and nlates ... '
.
for two and food for two.
luncneon. mi
aucic
as usual. Just how
All was Just as if his fishing companion were aboard
niane-oeiieiioutm,
far he carried oúftne
He took out a box.
Then Captain Farnsworth cleared away the table.

blows, eh?"
''I I
The young man reddened.
Then a
promised," he stammered.
bright Idea striking blip, he grasped
his uncle by the arm.
"But I tell you what, uncle, you
come along with me."
Uncle Jos shrank back In his overcoat. What, he butt In where he whs
not wanted? No, Indeed. He dragged
his arm out of Tom's grasp. "Nonsense, Tom," he said. But Tom held
on.
"Now look here, uncle; you're (lie
only relative I have In this dry. You

1

...

-

slowly cast Into the waters
Then he stood in th& bow of the launch and
Swordflshennon," his old
"King
of
the
the
of
ashes
channel the

of Catalina

P1

vnii ever hear of the "Moose Riders of the NIplslgult?'
Well, here's all about it. as told by Dr. Thomas
No- - of course not.
two weeks at the head of the Nipisiguit river
spent
who
city,
Travis of this
(jjnthurst lakes), New Brunswick,
photographing deer and moose:
"The Idea Is to find a moose out
Then by canoe
In the lakes feeding.
yon steal up till you cut him off from
short
of
. "Hut do not make the mistake
jumping right on to a moose as soon
us vou have him handy. He will Just
about 'bust thines wide open.' Pad
dle around him till he gets a little of
the pep out of him. Then talk to him
qnletly and handle him a bit till he
knows sow are not going to hurt him. Herd him to where he can Just touch
hard bottom. If you jump on him in deep water he will sink a moose can
not swim with a man on him ; at least, none I tried could. But when he can
Just touch bottom get on him and you will have a thrilling ride to the edge of
the lake.
"The one I rode left me. As a ride it wasn't much, for I stayed on him less
than one minute by the watch. Then he rolled over and sent me sprawling In
the lake. But I stayed by him long enough to get a photo.
"
"There is an association formed, called the Moose Riders of NIplslgult.
To qualify, a man must ride a moose In the presence of a guide In good
standing. He must get a photo and have this placed In the book of records
there, together with the signatures of witnesses and guide. He then receives
a metal badge with the Inscription of a man riding a moose and the words
'Moose Rider of Nipisiguit.' There are six members so far."
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Mr. Samnrl McKlaW. 2504 E.
Í2nd St., Kansas City, Mo., Member of the Society of U. 8, Jewelry
Auctioneers,
Sold Everywhere.

Tablet or Mqald Form

would not trade my job for any
..mvlrl All 1m ImriW
.si JUU 111 akA
111C nwuui
UU1CI
about this business I learned at
the Lincoln Auto and Tractor

i!
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"You Come Along With Me."

You can step into a

School."

BIG PAYING POSITION
'.. after taking training in
this school.

k

LEARN IN EIGHT

i

mñi

WEEKS
Complete course in

AUTO & TRACTOR MECHANICS
A1

T?T7
IxJIJlL

Our big illustrated book. Cut out
this ad, sign and MAIL TODAY.

Naxe.
State

Town

Address 2430, Lincoln Auto

&

KrprrrnlHtlvm Wantrd In ach lorwlity
Ihrowrhout the state. UlBKit ni.inty niHHsr
Kortt nwnorn pre.
for aleamn on market.
ferrerl. Kur particular, Colo. Motur J'roil-uct- a
Co.. 714 Kant Colfai Ave, Denver. Colo.

SUBSTITUTE
Smiling Down at Him a

Usual.

Inst the trembling little man screwed
up his courage and raised his eyes.
For a moment he thought he must
have fallen asleep and dreamed of
the girl of the hoarding.
She was actually there and smiling
The same
down at li i in as usual.
bright face and curling hair, the mer
ry- eyes with the friendly glint
In
them. Was this Tom's girl? Why, he
seemed to have known her all his life.
He rose to his feet, a tentative smile
on his pale cheeks. He didn't know
what to say, but there was no need,
for the girt stepped forward.
"Uncle Jos, I'm sure," she smiled
"I've heard Tom speak of you so
often."
He waited while, she crossed the
room to him and took his hands In
hers. She stood before him, speaking
words of kindliness and welcome.
"We've been thinking of yon and won
dering how we could find you. Tom
said that you were all alone, and we
could not have enjoyed our Christmas
thinking
She stooped and
that."
kissed his cheek. Wonderlngly Tom
uncle looked at her, tears of gladness
In his eyes.
No need for Introductions, no need
fur explanations; just friendliness and
hospitality.
And when
presently
Ethel's mother came from the kitchen,
and Tom returned from his shopping,
It was Just like a family gathering.
Of course they. mode him stay to sup
per,- and 'afterward to help hang the
decorations, nnd when at last he said
good-btheir voices followed him
down the street "A Merry Christmas,
Uncle Jos, nnd mind you conie early
tomorrow."

CHRISTMAS

SEED

A
New York couple recently received a barrel of fine apples from a
relative up In the fruit country and
were puzzled for n while, not only as
to where to put such a bulky package
in the narrow confines of a four-rooapartment, hut also as to how to keep
the fruit from spoiling in the
temperature. As there are
only two In the family, It seemed ns
though they- - were sure to have soiue
spoiled npples on hand before long.
"Might give them away for Christthe head of the
mas," suggested
house.
"That wouldn't do at all," said the
wife.' "Hut I'll tell you what we will
You know, there's a lot of people
do.
we know who won't think to send us
any presents this year unless we bring
the matter to their attention In some
way. Now, If I send every one of my
friends a nice basket of apples this
week they'll all remember our existence and we'll get something from almost every one. I'll Just do It."
And she did. Now they are looking
forward to Christmas with much more
curiosity and eagerness than usual,
and have enough apples left to last as
long as they are likely to keep.
steam-heate-

Just have got to come along and be
introduced."
And as Tom was nearly three times
as big as Uncle Jos, he almost lifted
him bodily Into the street car that
happened to be waiting, and away
they went.
It was with some trepidation that
Mr. M'ggs followed his nephew Into
the neat little Hat where Tom's tiuncee
lived. He did not feel at all sure of
his welcome. He was only in his
business clothes, and he knew quite
well that his collar was none too fresh.
Well, It was Tom's fault for dragging
him there. He would Just say how
do you do and then escape escape
to his boarding house and and He found himself ensconced In an
easy chair In the cozy parlor. There
was nobody else about, but sounds
fom the kitchen indicated that some

nil

w

How the Problem of Storing a Barrel
of Apples in a Small New York
Apartment Was Solved.

Exclusive
"Moose Riders of Nipisiguit:" Few and
.tto;
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I AM IN LOVE with my work and

hnp-prt-

SOWING

c0lnpance With the wishes of his friend who left a will
giving him instructions and ?23,000.
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fishing

Read

es

photographers snapping their pictures,
reporters asking questions, a wonderful dinner in a gilded cafe and the
prospect of Pullman porters kotowing
"
all the way from Philadelphia to
to
wonderland
that c
Chicago these were some of the features of the
little Alice, and her brother.
The little girl Is Armenhol Hovlvlan, fourteen years old, and the boy,
Papkla, twelve, address care of the Rotary club of Chicago.
In the early summer of 1914 Osgan Hovlvlan, father of the children,
decided to come to America. He packed up his belongings, bought passage
for his wife and four children, and on they went. But they got only as far as
Liverpool, when it was discovered their funds had run short There was
only one thing to do, and It was done Armenhol and Papkla, weeping and
distracted, were left behind under the care of Armenians. The father and
mother and the two youngest children came to America and proceeded to
Chicago. There the father obtained employment at the plant of .the Metal
Products company, of which William C. Mason, a Rotarían, Is manager. The
man Vorked hard a month and saved money. Then he sent word to his
Armenian friends In Liverpool to forward his children.
stay In Philadelphia the children were entertained by a
In their two-hocommittee of Rotarlans.
other car.
It was a sounding thwack that fell
on
his shoulders as he stood there, nnd
Girls"
American
"Best
Prize
to
Italian Count's
Jos had to gasp for breath before locking around to see what had hit him.
R. I. Upon Mayor H. H. Gainer of this city will rest a heavy
When he did, however, all he could
PROVIDENCE,
the will of Count Paul Bajnottl of Turin, who died last see was a round, grinning face ever
by
probate
Senator
here
State
filed
for
Is
March many times a millionaire,
looking down Into his. He
Salvatore A. Cotillo,, attorney In this so high up
stared at It in perplexity a moment,
governroyal
Italian
country
for
the
GIVE lTT9r1- Ement. In the will of Count Bajnottl, then wheeling around exclaimed:
"Why, Tom !"
who during the course of his diploThe tall young man stood and
matic career In this country met and
married Miss Carrie M. Brown whose grinned while Jos looked him up and
family founded .Brown university is down.
"When did you strike town, Tom? I
found this provision
"I bequeath to the city of Provi haven't seen you since you were a litdence, in the state of Rhode Island, tle bit of a feller."
"Two months ago, Uncle Jos. I got
United States of America, the native
country of my dear wife and her con a Job with Billings k Kent, the hardspicuous family, the sum of $10,000, ware people. I've been looking for
equal to about 50.000 Italian lire, for the creation of a trust, the Interest of you, uncle."
which shall annually be donated, about July 17, to the young lady in that city
"Well, well, Tom. I'm glad lo see
who, being twenty years old, marriageable and a daughter of the common you. Suppose we go along aud have
people, will best deserve It by her conduct and family virtues."
some dinner together, eh? How would
The count provided that the Providence fund should be known as the that be?"
"Carrie Brown Roslere fund" and the winner "Roslere."
The big young man shook his head.
"I suggest that the prize be given wUh some solemnity ; that the winner he "Sorry, uncle," he said, "but it can't
crowned with roses and be called 'Rosiere,' and that the prize be designated
I'm I'm promised somebe done.
as a prize to virtue," said the count in his will.
where else."
Mr. Mlggs gave him a sly, sidelong
glance. "So that's the way the wind

Ashes of Angler Strewn on the Waters He Fished

,

letter

McKinley'B

"I can honsntly gay that I owe
mr Hie to Peruna. After some ot
the best doctors in the country
gave me up and told me I could
not live another month. Ptrnna
ved me. Travelling from town
to town, throughout the country
and having to go into all kinds
of badly heated stores and buildings, sometimes standing up for
hours at a time while plying my
trade as auctioneer, it is only
natural that I had rolda
so when this would
occur I paid little attention to it,
until last December when I contracted a severe case, which,
throuch neglect on my part
settled on my lungs. When almost toe late, I brgaa dootorlag,
bat, without avail, aatll I heard
t Pervaa. It eared met so I
cannot praise It too highly."

Armenian Alice Enjoys United States Wonderland Or
w

j

brings cheer to all who
may be sufferers as he
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FOR ROYAL ARMS

Tractor School, Lincoln, Neb.
KKKK
O. A.

;iFT CATAMKi. Wholesale IVIxm.
Wangberir, H" 1074, Colo. 8pgl., Coin.

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

MICROBES

HAVE
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Placing of Cap and Bells on English
Paper Wa the Origin of the
Word "Foolscap."

Neither Time Nor Heat Seem to

Several explanations have been given of lite meaning of the word "foolscap" ns applied to n certain class of
paper. One of the explanations Is that
when ('liarles I of Kngland found his
revenue short, he granted certain privileges, amounting to monopolies, and
among hese was the manufacture of
paper, the exclusive right to which
was sold to certain parlies, who grew
rich and enriched the government at
the expense of those who were obliged
to use the paper. At this time nil
English paper bore, in watermarks,
the royal arms. The parliament under
Cromwell made a jest of this law. nnd
among other indignities to the memory of Charles It was ordered that
the royal arms be removed from the
paper and the fool's cap and hells bo
substituted. These were In their turn
removed when the Hump parliament
was dismissed, but paper for the size
of the parliament's journal still Item's
the name of "foolscap."

Kternul
accorded
microbes.
of Science

I

Effect on Some

LIFE
Have-Mucs.

youth seems to have been
foil mensure to minus
Uefore the French Academy
í'rnf. Yves Ieloge read a
paper reporting discoveries by Doctor
(Jullipe, who Is credited with linding
In

In century-ol- d

paper organisms still
.

According to this report, thes
organisms resisted heat of 248 degree
living.

Fahrenheit.
"Time no more than heat seems t
have bad effect on these llttlo organisms, as 1 Victor (itillipe has found living ones In paper of the fifteenth ami
eighteenth centuries," said l'rofessr
Deluge. "They are capable of cultivation ami of movement.
"More than that. Doctor Oalllpe Inn
found in fragments of paper of Chinese manuscript tinting before the ag
s
still living
of printing
and aide to move nnd that multiplied:
under suitable methods of culture."

Noises of the Night.
"Is your husband u sound sleeper?"
If yon would have a good servant
"t should say so. The sound h
praise him In public and reprove him umUes are something awful."
In private.

A sermon that everybody likes haa
Chicago has a pugilistic; auctioneer
recently knocked down n row of bud all of lis leeth pulled and won't
harm u flea.
brick houses.
wlio

It's the wise housewife who serves

sima
instead of coffee.

toeal

coffee sometimes

For where

disagrees

s,
and leaves harmful
Postum is an absolutely
healthful cereal drink. Made
of roasted wheat blended with
a wee bit of molai es.
The extraordinary flavor of
this beverage resembles that
of the finest coffee pleasing
to particular tastes.
after-effect-

Two sizes, usually sold at 15c and 25c
Made hf
Postum Cereal Company, Battle Creek, Michigan
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Bevelopemeet Sale

"fítíBlast" and "Oak"

HE ATERS!
IPeiSfection Oil Heaters
OVERSHOES for the Entire family.
MENS CAFSaand Lined GLOVES,
flevy Lambedown, Divol and Fleeces,
RIBBED UNION-SMIT- S
for MEN and Women,
MACKINAWS, Duck Coats, Wasm Veils etc.

'

A few good values left in Ladies'

Cloaks and Suits
CARLOAD California

Vegetables,

CANNED-FRUI-

T

CHOICE DAIRY COW
and Registered BULLS, From New York State
These are all young, well-bre- d
Holsteins, purchased in the
East and brought here by Mr, Wilson to help devilop this Mesa.
They will be sold at Public Auction at

and

Just Received.

New Mexico

"Shop Early for Christmas"

Wednésday & Thursday

Roy Trading Co.
A Pleasant PJace To Trade,

JOHN H. MOORE & CO.
Roy, Solano and Mosquero

,See

7th
O lUll
W tmm Co

.DeGo

Sale in warm light Pavillion, regardless of weather. Generous Terms.

See Adv.

Henry Krabbenschmidt,
or S. E. Paxton,
if you have wheat for sale

next week

U, S. Wheat Director License No. 028463II

llltMW

Col. A. H. Gerard
Live Stock and Farm Sale

STATE BANK REPORT
Report of the condition of the Roy Trust
& Savings Bank, of ROY, New Mexico, at
Nov. 17, 1919
the close of business
Serial No.

AUCTIONEER
10 years of experience
References: Springer Bank Colfax County, State Bank
of Springer, N. M. Cimarron Bank Cimarron, N. M.
For dates phone Springer Timed Springer, N. M. or write
me at Springer.

U

NEW STOCK OF GENERAL
MERCHANDISE IAT FAIR PRICES
A

We Buy Butter and Eggs
Atllighest Market Prices
Hides, Pelts and all IFarm and Ranch Produce.

Groceries
Dry Goods, Shoes
Ready-to-We-

WE SOLICT

0

Clothing

ar

YOUR PATRONAGE

JUAN LUJAN

REMIGIO LOPEZ

$337.48

2

Overdrafts,
(c)U. S. Bonds Owned and unpledged
Furniture and Fixtures

$2,500.00

8
9

Real Estate, other than Banking House,

$3,030.03

11

12

Net amt. due from Banks and Bankers,
St.W.K)
other than included in 10 and 11,

15

a Outside checks and
other cash items, (tran9cieht)$3,276.53
b Fractional currency,
$8,367.73
$91,20
nickels and cents,

16

7, "95.80

Coin and Currency,

Total,

-

.

-

-

-

$400,083.12

Liabilities
20
21
22

$15,000.00
Capital Stock Paid In
$24,000.00 Surplus fund
$8,687.55
Undivided Profits
(c) Less current expenses,
$4,037. 4
interest and taxes paid,
$4,049.81
Bank,
Reserve
due
Federal
Net amount

Demand Deposits
27
32
33

Individual Deposits, subject to check $328,287.49
State Deposits
County Deposits
Total of demand deposits,
$328,287,49
Items 27 to 34

Time Deposits,
Payable after 30 days or subject to 30 days notice- $23,145.82
34 Certificates of deposit,
'
,
$28,145,82
Total of Time deposits,
$1007o83l2
Tota!,
'

STATE OF NEW MEXICO, i
COUNTY OF MORA,
We, H. B. Jones, President, C. L. Justice, Cashier,
of the above named Bank, do solemnly swear that the
above Statement Í3 true.to the best of our knowledge
and belief.
Signed:
H. B.' Jones, President,
C. L. Justice, Cashier,

Correct Attest,
Director,
S. Floersheim,
C. L. Justice, Director,
H. B. Jones, Director,
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 2nd day of

Dec, A. D.

TIL

"'''""í

inns
rnpiuiy"tiiirwtt"r'.""
due solely to the unequal resistance"
opposed by the air to the' descent oí
these bodies. In a vacuum all bodlei
fall with equal rapidity.
Dally Thought.
What's gone and what' past
thnuld he post t'Hef

Justice of the Ptacf

help-

Farm Sales a specialty

Col. F.O.
'

White

Offers the you benefit of his wide acquantance
years of experience as a successful Salesman.'

and

Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale
Notary work and otheJ necessities furnished if desired.

Real Estate

Insurance

Arrange your sale date well in advance, dates
office. also made at Spanish-America- n

We own and control abou

350Q0 acres of
Farm Lands

fine

In Tps. 24 N. and 25 N. Ranges 26 and 27 E. Colfax
County. We also have a few

Small Stock Ranches
All these lands will
Now is the time to buy.
vance very rapidly in the next few months.

ad-

Dont wait until the outsiders
pick it all up get some while it
is cheap.
Will meet interested parties at Roy or Mills by
appointment. Drop a card in P. O. at Mills or Roy.
Main office 302-- 3 1st Nat'l Bank bldg Wichita Kans.

1919.

F. H. FOSTER,
(SEAL)

Law of Falling Bodies.
Since a body falls to the ground
in consequence of the earth's attraction on each of Its molecules, it follows that, everything else being thd
same, all bodies, great and small,
light and heavy, ought to fall with
I.TT
. .Tim tnnt thnt n atnná
more

A U C T I O N E E R!

$500.00

b Net amt. due from Reserve Banks, $06,061.18

23

YOU

$279,703.04

3

In the Foster Block, Roy,
OFFERS

20

except those shown on (b)

Loans and Discounts,

1

vu

im me
unKnownj ana coiuuiu
bine (the Soul) pnss are the tribuln
tions of the spirits in the materia!
phase of existence. The clown repro
sents the world and the pantaloon tlic
body. Possibly, many clowns and pantaloons nil over the country nre unaware of this.

Resources

3E

The New Store
LUJAN&SON

1

Clown and Pantaloon.
According to a little book on sym
boll-m- i
which Lndy Glenconner hai
piivately printed for her friends, tin
hflrlequmndo Is of sncred origin: Tli

O. W. Kerr & Company

-'

